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For someone who has lived through 10 decades and numerous eras and
generations, Ethel Sim who celebrated her 100th birthday on Monday said
she felt annoyed. “I’m not ready to be 100 years old,” she laughed. To her
mind she still felt young and able, time had passed her by too fast. “That
time slipped by, man.” Wearing her trademark woollen cap, Ethel sat down
for an interview, amused by all the fuss of her centennial. She is a spirited
woman with a ready laugh and resonant, but brittle voice, is in good health
and able to walk with assistance. Originally from Harlyn, Half Tree Hollow, Ethel now lives at the Community Care Complex [CCC], Ladder Hill.
We asked her earliest memory? “So many things and it was so long ago,”
she replied as she filed through her life’s memories.
continued on page 2
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CENTENARIAN ETHEL SIM

continued from page 1
Ethel was one of the islands first, “We used
to go church parade every first Sunday in
the month. We had the Scout Band but there
weren’t many Scouts.” To get to Girl Guides,
Ethel used to run down Jacob’s Ladder; she
smiled at the memory. “What else now? I
used to play hockey. Soldiers were here then
[laughs]. I used to walk from Harlyn to Francis Plain to play hockey and cricket. We’d go
dancing, now out of all those people, I am the
only one left, I can’t believe it,” she marvelled.
Inventors were busy during Ethel’s century;
insulin, penicillin, the ballpoint pen, television and the internet came into existence. On
St Helena electricity was put into homes, we
had running water in taps and motor cars which
nowadays we don’t have enough parks for, Ethel remembers the first. “It was a little tiny red
car and we would go tearing through the door
to see the car coming up the road!” Before the
days of radio, telephones and emails to alert islanders that there was ship in the harbour, a flag
was flown up at High Knoll Fort. As a young
girl this was Ethel’s responsibility. “I used to
go put the flag up when the ship came in because the people in the country didn’t know
when the ship was coming and going,” she recalled. “I fancy I can hear boots going down
the road now - took, took, took - racing to get
town on time. The ship didn’t stay too long
those days, the ship will stay for three or four
hours and go again. I’d get 2 and 6 for that.” [1
half crown] Ethel married school teacher Walter Sim and the couple had four children, Peter,
Geoffrey, Graham and Faith. She now has nine
grandchildren, six great grandchildren and two
great, great grandchildren. One of Ethel’s most
poignant recollections is the Darkdale tragedy.

The family lived in Jamestown at the time. “I
remember the Darkdale, Graham’s birthday is
the Darkdale day. That night about 12 o’clock
the lights were on in the yard. I said to my husband, look at all the lights, something’s happening. He said, ‘don’t alarm the children, let them
sleep. I will go out and look and come back
and tell you.’ He jumped up, got dressed and
went down. He couldn’t get through the Arch
it was blocked. When he come back he said

dress the children, take them out on the steps to
see. That was 2 o’clock in the morning! “See
that Darkdale flare”, she said, “the light from
that ship showed up the whole of High Knoll
and Half Tree Hollow. You could hear people
shouting and running up and down the street to
go out and help. Nice lot of men died on that
Darkdale.” The Cenotaph at the seafront is a
memorial to the men who lost their lives that
night. Ethel’s hobbies were sewing, crafts, baking “sea pie” and “especially gardening. Now
I can’t do a thing I can’t even walk outside,”
she mused of her immobility. “We had stairs
in my house and in my sleep I still run up the
stairs!” she laughed. To honour her milestone
the Governor and Mrs Capes invited Ethel and
her family and friends to Plantation House for
a birthday party. Governor Mark Capes told
the Sentinel: “She’s a very grand and lovely
lady. It’s marvellous to see her here today, she
walked in on her own, up the steps too. It’s
lovely to see so many of her family and friends
come here too to celebrate this very special day.
The sun’s come out for us at Plantation today
to mark the occasion too. It’s a privilege to be
here with her.” As is customary for centenarians of the British Kingdom, Her Majesty the
Queen sent Ethel a birthday message. The
CCC also held a tea party to celebrate the occasion on Tuesday. Her son Graham Sim was
amused when we asked him about his mum’s
health secret. “Ever since I can remember she
didn’t do anything special. She never did run
the roads like I do! She never did carry out any
special exercises. As a matter of fact, I used to
comment that the way she cooked with all the
grease and fat she would never live to be 100.
Most of the things we’re told not to do she used
to do them.” When asked her secret to longevity she laughed, “You just live from day to day!”

Ethel with family and friends celebrating her 100th birthday at Plantation House
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DIOCESE CHANGEOVER

St Pauls Cathedral celebrated its Patronal Festival on Sunday. Arch Deacon, Venerable Dale
Bowers also marked the occasion by licensing
Father Fred George and will relinquish the office of Vicar General of the Diocese of St Helena to him when Father Dale leaves the island
on 31st January on overseas leave. Father Dale
explained, “With myself leaving for overseas
leave and the Bishop being away on medical
we have to licence somebody to be the Vicar
General of the Diocese. The Bishop licensed
Father Fred George who is the Arch Deacon
Emeritus to look after the whole Diocese until either myself or he returns after his medical.” We asked Father Dale if his trip was also
business related, “I’m purely going on leave,
there is absolutely no work involved whatsoever” he replied. Father Dale and his family
will be travelling to New Zealand and Melbourne, Australia. Whilst in Melbourne they
will visit Di Niam, formerly Di Houghton, the
wife of Michael Houghton a previous priest
of Jamestown. “I hope to go and spend the
Easter period with them so I will be involved
with all the worship and celebration for Easter
with that family.” Before the long haul travel
to Australia, Father Dale will collect his MBE
award from Buckingham Palace joined by his
family. “It is a bit of a tight schedule,” he said.
The family will fly out from Cape Town on 6th
February and arrive in the UK on 7th. “If all
goes to plan and flights are not cancelled we
will be at Buckingham Palace to receive the
MBE on the 8th.” Have you got an outfit? “I
will be wearing my clerical clothing,” he replied. Father Dale is scheduled to return on the
4th May. Father Roy Doxie will be arriving on

New Vicar General

12th February to cover the Jamestown parish
whilst Father Dale is away.

SALVATION ARMY
COMES TO THE AID
A St Helena Government press release issued
on 23 January reported that four residents of
Harbour View in Jamestown were evacuated
as a result of a health risk that deemed the
accommodation block unsafe for at least 24
hours. Housing Executive, Andy Crowe responsible for Government Landlord Housing
was called in to assist the situation. He told
the Sentinel of his involvement in the event.
“We were alerted that there was a risk to the
health of the residents around about lunchtime on Tuesday. By working in partnership

with our colleagues in Environmental Health
and the Social Welfare teams, as well as the
residents themselves we made arrangement
for them to vacate their homes for 24 hours.
We were helped out by the relatives and the
Salvation Army so we were delighted that they
could come to our assistance.” What was the
Salvation Army’s involvement in the situation? “As a voluntary group they have a role
in helping out the homeless and we’re delighted that St Helena like most places has a voluntary group like this to help out in emergencies.
They provided the accommodation for one of
the residents overnight and without their help
we would have struggled to find some alternative accommodation.” The Harbour View accommodation is now safe and residents have
returned to their homes.

Harbour View flats
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Damien O’Bey, SHBC
I remember being a young boy, believing that
if I stood on my grandfathers shoulders I could
reach up, grab on to a cloud and float to wherever I wanted. I was devastated when testing
the theory, I found I couldn’t. Imagine if life
was so simple. It is a fact, St Helenians do
lead a simpler existence. In years gone by we
have tended to lead a rather insular existence;
the majority topics of conversation revolved
around island life and local problems, often ignoring that we are a part of the bigger world
picture, almost observing what happens elsewhere (locally termed the ‘outside world’) as
if viewing events through a window. I believe
that such an outlook on life helped to make us
‘Saints’.
I’ve been told by many ‘you can spot the Saint
in any crowd’ and I’ve experienced this first
hand on a number of occasions. On a recent
trip to Cape Town, I stood amongst the flow of
traffic in crowd of people, waiting to cross a
busy intersection, when lo and behold a shout
of ‘Oi!’ shifted my attention towards a car carrying two frantically waving ‘Saints’. How did
they pick me out? Was it my saint mannerisms?
Our Saint dialect, often referred to as pigeon
English is filled with facial expressions and different body language. “Over dere,” is often accompanied by a nod of the head in the direction
you intend to talk about.
However society has developed. As more
‘Saints’, having been exposed to the ‘outside
world’ return home, ‘Saints’ are beginning to
lead a more complicated existence. Connection
to the ‘Global Village’ via the internet and TV
has also brought us exposure without having
to leave the Island. However leading a more
complicated existence has come at a price. On
the morning of 5 November 2012 I remember
seeing not a single child asking for ‘a penny
for the Guy’. In January 2013 the annual 1st
Jamestown Scouts Group camp didn’t happen.
Has our newer modern outlook on life made us
lose sight of traditions that made us ‘Saints’?
This week in ExCo, Councillors were presented
a document prepared by Enterprise St Helena,
entitled, ‘Jamestown – a vision for 2020’. The
document outlined a vision for Jamestown after
it is no longer the point of entry to St Helena for
both passengers and cargo.
The vision seeks to enhance the charming,
historic and cultural attractions of Jamestown,
while developing creative new uses for some
buildings and areas. Such a vision sits well
with me. I’m all for change and modernisation,
but I’m also a bit of a traditionalist as well.
It will be a big task to ensure a balance is struck
between culture and fun. Hopefully our quaint
Georgian Town does not become littered with
giant electronic billboards and our population
remembers what makes us ‘Uniquely Saint.’

Vacancy for Electrician/Shift Operator - Power Station
Babcock has a vacancy for a full-time Electrician/Shift Operator at the BBC Power
Station on Ascension Island.
The post holder will be responsible to the Senior Engineer-Electrical and will form
part of the Electrical and Ops Team that helps ensure that the Power Station outputs
perform cost-effectively and safely to agreed standards.
He/she will perform the duties of an Electrician as well as Control Room Shift Work
as and when required.
Other duties will include remotely monitoring the Atlantic Relay Transmitting Station out of hours.
This post is offered initially on a single status three-month probationary contract
basis which, if successful, will be extended to a one-year single status, or two-year
accompanied status contract, subject to available accommodation, as appropriate.
Any offer of employment will be conditional on passing a medical examination.
Qualifications & Experience
Required:
• Good understanding of safety procedures and safe working practices, particularly
in the Electrical area.
• Electrician qualified to City & Guilds level 3 or equivalent, in a relevant subject.
• Consistent application of Electrical skills & developed experience in an Electrician’s role.
• Willingness to work shifts and flexible hours, at short notice, when required.
• Knowledge of High voltage Power Generation Systems, using large diesel alternators and wind-turbines.
• Basic Computer/Keyboard skills: (IT Literate, particularly in use of Email, Microsoft Word and Excel at Basic Level)
• Possession of current driving licence up to B2 category
Desirable
• It is desirable for applicants to have some experience in Electronic domain.
• Capable of achieving HV Authorised status.
• A good understanding of all aspects of Power Station Operation, including Diesel
Generating Plant, Reverse Osmosis Plant and HV distribution network.
Further Qualifications/Experience requirements are detailed in the job description.
A copy of the Job Description can be obtained from the Admin Office on contact
details given below.
Please contact the Administrative Officer on +247 4458, or email
jeff.francis@babcock.co.ac, for a Job Application Form,
Job Description and for further information regarding the posts.
Applications to be sent to:
Engineering Manager
BBC Atlantic Relay Station
English Bay
Ascension Island
or Fax direct to: +247 6117
Applications should be submitted on a Babcock job application form, and must be
received by end of working day Monday 11th February 2013.
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LETTERS

Constitutional Change
Dear Editor
The public has been asked to give its support
to the proposed constitutional change currently being debated. For something as important as this and to be guided to make the right
decision we need to seek independent legal
advice. From the knowledge I have gained
by my attendance at Overseas Territories and
Parliamentary conferences during the time I
was a Councillor the following advice on the
matter should be taken into account. Our local system is considered to be base on what
is often termed the Westminster model, but
the reality is that it is impossible to replicate
this in a small jurisdiction. The head of Gov-

ernment in the United Kingdom is the prime
Minister on behalf of Her Majesty’s Government who is both a member of parliament and
accountable to it. All Ministers of the Crown
are members of either the House of Lords or
House of Commons and are similarly accountable. In St Helena the head of Government
acting on behalf of Her Majesty is the Governor; he is neither a member of the Legislative Council nor is he accountable to it. This is
where the system of accountability begins to
break down. In a jurisdiction of this size it is
more important to the elected members, and
to those who voted for them, that they are actively involved in decision making rather than

sitting to one side watching what is going on
in the name of accountability. There is no need
for a Chief Councillor and to create such a position is more likely to create division among
Councillors than to resolve any issue on accountability. In the short term the restoration
of the link between the Committees and Executive Council will assist in ensuring some
level of accountability. In the longer term, the
better course is to include all elected members
in the decision making process at Executive
Council level as well as Committees.
Your faithfully

Eric George

World ARC Sailing Rally - Visit to St Helena
Dear Editor
On behalf of the skippers and crews of the
World ARC 2012-13 sailing event, World
Cruising Club would like to thank the many
people on St Helena who were responsible for
the fleet’s very successful and enjoyable visit.
The yachts have now sailed onto Brazil but
have taken with them unforgettable memories
of a fantastic experience. We’d like to thank
Julie George and the team at the St Helena
Yacht Club for helping with our arrangements
and to meet the crews. Also thanks for hosting
a great party onThursday 17th January 2013.
Thanks also to Barry and Emerald & Lionel
for dealing with the entry formalities for the
fleet. The new mooring field is a real asset to
the island and is already encouraging yachting tourism - all those involved in providing
the moorings should be congratulated. Thanks
also to the operators at C&W for providing
the welcoming voice of the island! The visit
was coordinated with St Helena Tourism and
we thank Cathy and the team for providing
information and ideas to help the crew members explore the island to the maximum. The
tours were fantastic! But as importantly, the
fleet were so delighted by the welcome they
got from Saints as they walked in the street,
visited the pub or spent money in the shops.
We found St Helena to be one of the friendliest places we have visited and we’re sure the
crews will always remember the place with
affection. Thank you. World ARC next passes
through St Helena in mid-January 2015 and
then every year after that. Thanks again for a
great visit and we look forward to many more
in the future!

Paul Tetlow
Event Manager, World ARC.

SHBC Contact Details
Telephone: 2727
email: news@shbc.sh
website: www.shbc.sh

Sinfonia Cruise -Memories of St Helena
Dear Editor
I visited your island (with my wife) on Monday 21 January 2013. We were passengers on board
MSC Sinfonia. I always wanted to visit your island and so a lifelong dream became a reality.
Off course, we were disappointed on Sunday 20 January when we could not leave our ship. But
disappointment turned to joy on Monday 21 January 2013.
Although I only spent about 5 hours on your island allow me to say the following:
•
•
•
•
•

You have a very beautiful island
The streets are kept in pristine
There is enough on your island to encourage more visitors (tourism)
Your people are warm and friendly
Your drivers are very courteous

I wish I could have spent longer on your island but I will always cherish my memories of your
island.

Dr VG Govender
Senior Lecturer: Mathematics & Science Education
University of Fort-Hare
South Africa
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CLOSED SEASON FOR SPEAR FISHING

ed through the right channels.” Although the
closed season for spear guns whilst free diving
runs from January to March it is illegal to use
a spear gun whilst scuba diving all year round.
“Another thing people aren’t aware of is that
during this time, it’s also an offence to have
a spear gun or lance within 20 metres of the
sea. You shouldn’t be at the sea front with a
spear or you shouldn’t have one in your boat.
It could give us a reason to suspect you might
be committing an offence.”

STEEPLE APPEAL

The waters surrounding St Helena are littered
with marine life. However, areas like James
Bay and Lemon Valley which are easily accessible, which were once pristine untouched
ecosystems where marine life lived in abundance, have been over fished and fish numbers
in those areas have been reduced. Who hasn’t
been told stories by elders of times when
fishing was great and you could catch great
numbers of fish from the areas mentioned? Attempts to preserve sea life in these areas have
been made. Under The Spear Guns (Control)
Ordinance CAP 91 there are certain areas
around the island that have been designated as
no spear fishing areas. James’ Bay and Lemon
Valley are included. In addition the stretch of
coastline from Long Ledge all the way through
to Billy Mays Revenge is also a no spear fishing zone. The Spear Guns (Control) Ordinance
CAP 91 also states; during a closed season, no
person shall have a spear gun in his possession on or within twenty metres of any tidal
water or upon any beach or foreshore or while
swimming or while in any vessel. “The closed
season for spear fishing runs from the 1st of
January until the 31st of March,” informed
Elizabeth Clingham, Marine Conservation
Officer. “The closed season was originally
put in place because it is the known spawning season for most fish around the Island. It’s
a sanctuary period for fish to reproduce, and
offspring to grow to a substantial size.” The
Spear Guns (Control) Ordinance CAP 91 was
passed in October 1994, with the first ‘Closed
Season’ occurring in January to March 1995.
“It was put in place during the days when Mr
Graham Sim worked in the Fisheries Section
at ANRD,” revealed Elizabeth. The ‘Closed
Season’ for spear fishing has been enforced for
well over a decade. Has there been a noticeable increase in fish numbers? “I don’t think
numbers were originally monitored right from
the beginning, but certainly in the last 6 years
we’ve done various sorts of monitoring of fish
stocks, however having said that, we’ve recognised that there are gaps in our data, hence the
reason we have Dr Judith Brown on Island.”
Dr Judith Brown is Darwin Marine Habitat
Project Manager. She will be taking a closer

look at St Helena’s marine life. “We’re going
to start with getting a full species list,” informed Judith, “to make sure we can collect
data on all of the different animals that are
there in the marine environment. Not just the
fish which we do have quite a bit of data on,
but also on all of the crabs, sea shells, starfish,
sea urchins and other species.” Once a species list is obtained Judith and her team will
conduct habitat surveys and species counts on
both the leeward and exposed sides of the island. “This way we can work out abundances
and the process could be repeated in the future to monitor whether species are increasing or decreasing in abundance,” said Judith.
The punishment for violating the conditions
of closed season for spear fishing is a fine of
£200, “but it can be extended depending on the
offence,” said Elizabeth. “In my knowledge,
I don’t think that anyone has actually, been
prosecuted. However, on St Helena, certain
things happen, and aren’t necessarily reportSt James’ Church in 1960’s

St James’ Church, located at the bottom of the
town, is set to have its steeple restored after being dismantled in 1980. A fundraising appeal
for the restoration was launched on Sunday, 27
January. This is the third phase of the restoration and in previous phases just under £50, 000
had been raised. The first phase of the project
saw the interior of the church restored with a
new roof. The second phase was the restoration of the building’s exterior, including pinnacles and painting. St James’ Church is not
only a seventh wonder of St Helena but has
the title of the oldest church in the Southern
Hemisphere. It was originally built from the
timber of an unseaworthy ship from the fleet
of Juan Da Nova Castella, who discovered
the island. “You’re talking about big countries
like Australia and New Zealand and even parts
Africa, so that’s good,” said one of the appeal
organisers, Ivy Ellick. The current building
was completed in 1774 and a spire was added
in 1843. Ivy told us why the old steeple was
original taken down. “That was because, at the
time, the steeple was constructed of red stone
from the top of town and it started to disintegrate. So it became a risk to the public walking below.” Although it is not yet known what
material the steeple will be made of, red stone
will not be used due to the expense and the
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high maintenance required. “At the moment,”
said Ivy, “we are discussing what materials
will be used for the steeple so we don’t have
an exact figure but we are looking to raise a lot
of money.” “We’ve got a time scale to work
to,” Ivy continued, “we hope to get the project
completed by 2015, that is when the airport
will be completed and I think we will be celebrating the bi-centenary of Napoleon’s arrival
on St Helena. So, we thought if we aimed for
that we could have quite the year of celebration.” So does Ivy believe the deadline, only
two years away, is possible? “Well,” Ivy responded, “we are very optimistic about it and
we are certainly going to give it a good shot.
It is a matter of raising funds which we will do
locally but, we will also seek assistance, like
what we did when we took the steeple down,
from St Helenians working abroad and also
from friends of St Helena.” Money towards
the project has already been received from St
Helenians living in the Falkland islands.

EDUCATION
IN THE 21ST
CENTURY

Results are in on the ‘Education for the 21st
Century’ consultation. Over 1000 forms were
circulated to parents and the public giving
three main options for the future of education.
Option 1: to refurbish the island’s three primary schools. Option 2: to reduce from three
to two primary schools. Option 3: to build a
new all in one Primary School. The consultation closed on Friday 7 December. Of the 90
people who returned completed forms, 53%
chose in favour of keeping the three primary
schools and to refurbish them. Losing out at
41% was the preferred option of the Education Directorate of building a brand new all
in one primary school which would have seen
the current three primary schools closed. The
reduction of three primary schools to two with
refurbishment drew the least support with
only 6%. Councillor Rodney Buckley, chair-

Pilling Primary School

As the summer roads project continues, the road from the Dungeon to Gordon’s Post closed
on 3rd January for 3 and a half weeks for the completion of surface dressing. The upper road
from the junction at Plantation Stables to White Gate is also be closed for the same period for
Slurry Seal trials.
man of the Education & Employment committee together with Director Colin Moore led
the informal public consultation meetings in
September and October last year. The state
of disrepair of the island’s primary schools
was highlighted with stark photographs showing poor building maintenance. Apart from a
few committed parents, turnouts to the meetings were poor. “It was quite disappointing to
get a low return on the leaflets,” said Buckley.
“It’s always difficult when it comes to change.
Clearly people want more information, in particular the Parent Teachers Association.” The
Parent Teacher Associations has urged further
detailed analysis relating to buildings and
other aspects of education, in particular the
professional development of teachers. “Like
everything else, people are nervous of change
and the impression we got from the consulta-

tion was, ‘we don’t want change for the sake
of change.’ Also there is a bit of maintaining
the status quo and keep the schools in ‘my’
district,” said Buckley. “We need to be a little
bit careful because a lot of these comments are
individual comments. Like, ‘I have my child
at a particular school, it’s next door, it’s convenient, please don’t change that.’ So we need
to be just a little careful that the information
we’re getting back from the consultation is not
strictly focused on individual people and children.” Detailed building costings, information
and statistical data on population growth are
currently being worked on to produce a 10
year strategic plan. “We need to make a plan
that is going to suit the island as a whole in the
long term. We need a strategy that suits education as a whole,” said Buckley. Of the 55 students moving from primary to secondary education last year, 45% were two years behind
their expected education age in maths, 14%
were four years behind. The bid to bring ‘Education into the 21st Century’ was prompted
by St Helena’s poor attainment levels. SHG’s
‘Labour Market Situation Analysis’ makes
the following statement: ‘The lack of educational attainment on Saint Helena is possibly
the most significant risk to the sustainability
of the labour market and the island’s ability to
benefit from air access.’ So will the new all in
one primary school proposal now fall on the
wayside? “No option is decided on,” replied
Buckley. “The collection of data, the strategic
plan and the longer-term operational education
plan will determine the option. This will also
include DFID views on long-term financing.
Obviously the Island’s limited resources will
have a major part in the final decision, which
must encompass the most important aspect,
the delivery of quality teaching.”
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REPORT
ANALYSE THIS. What Did We Learn From Constitutional Reform Consultation
Damien O’Bey, SHBC
Public consultation on constitutional reform
ended on Friday 25 January, after 8 public
meetings held in various community centres
around the island. “A total of 145 members of
the public attended public meetings,” informed
Councillor Derek Thomas, “and there were
also a number of one to one surgeries held and
written representations from members of the
public.” Official comment from Thomas and
other councillors when interviewed during the
consultation was “the public were generally in
favour of the proposed changes to the constitution.” However feedback to the Sentinel from
attendees of the meetings painted a rather different picture. Is it possible that the tone at
meetings was being misinterpreted? “Well,”
replied Thomas, “there were people who were
in favour of the changes and as you rightly said
there were a number who weren’t. There are
also a number of people who agreed with some
of the proposed changes if not all. Concerns
were expressed over the election of a chief
councillor, but we will have a look at all the
views expressed during the consultation and
analyse the views presented by the public.”
Councillor Rodney Buckley was the councillor who got the constitutional reform ball rolling when he proposed that certain changes be
made to the constitution during the 14th sitting
of formal LegCo in September 2012. Why is it
then that he wasn’t the one leading the public
consultation? “The constitution falls under the

Councillor Derek Thomas

Home and International Committee [of which Thomas is the
chairperson],” replied Buckley, “Its a part of his portfolio.
Some councillors wanted the
change whilst others didn’t, I
wanted the changes so I thought
the best thing, would be to put it
to the house during formal LegCo, and action would have to be
taken.” Proposed changes to the
constitution will also see council committees reduced from 8
to 5. Both Thomas and Buckley agreed this would improve
the way St Helena Government
operates. “I think it would improve operations greatly,” said
Buckley. “You would have
more consolidation and more
cohesion, you would have less
committees passing the buck.”
Thomas explained, having the
chairperson of a committee on
ExCo would improve accountability of that particular government service.” Another query
raised during the consultation
questioned whether the proposed changes would improve
openness and transparency. “In my personal
opinion I think it would do so greatly,” said
Buckley. “The chief councillor and his four
ExCo members would have to ensure that they
keep their seven back benchers informed, and to keep
them informed and happy
they would have to be open
and transparent with the public. If they aren’t, then the
public is going to have a go
at the seven backbenchers and
they in turn will have a go at
ExCo. So ExCo will have to
be open and transparent.” The
salary for the new Director
of Health and Social Welfare post is being advertised
at £70K-£95K. The chief
councillor as proposed during consultations will have
ultimate accountability for
the decisions and therefore
direction of government as
approved by his council. Will
the chief councillor’s salary
reflect the responsibility? “I
don’t think there’s going to
be much of a change,” said
Buckley. “There might be a
slight difference compared
to what an executive council member gets now, but it’s
not going to be a £70K job,
I can tell you that.” Thomas

Councillor Rodney Buckley
was of a different opinion. “The salary certainly should reflect the responsibility,” said
Thomas, “but the salary would be subject to a
review.” Both councillors agreed that we have
the right calibre of person to take on the role
of chief councillor on island, but when asked;
of the twelve current elected members who
would they choose as their chief councillor,
both declined to give an answer. The recent
SHG restructuring initiatives, started in November, have apparently been started without
any meaningful input from ExCo, according
to feedback from Councillor Tony Green. The
press release announcing the constitutional reform stated, this would not give the governor
or councillors any additional powers. If this is
the case, is constitutional reform just a case of
reshuffling the pack without having any real
effect, if something so big as government restructuring bypasses ExCo? “I’m not in ExCo,
I don’t know what the decision was, I don’t
know what was said,” replied Buckley, “from
my point of view the island needs to reorganise itself. If this proposal goes ahead it will
make a huge difference in co-ordinating and
bringing government strategies and policies
together.” Data collected from public consultations is currently being analysed and collated
and will be presented in the next formal sitting
of LegCo. There is no confirmed date set for
the sitting but the Sentinel was told there will
be a sitting sometime in February or March.
The decision on whether or not to go ahead
with the proposed changes to our constitution
will be made then.
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LOOKING FORWARD TO A BRIGHT FUTURE
The Primary School’s Swimming Gala
Edyta Drabble, SHBC

On Friday 25th January St Paul’s Primary School took its turn in holding this year’s Primary School’s Swimming Gala. The trophy went
to Pilling Primary School (PPS), with 99 points. In second place was Harford Primary School (HPS) with 82 points, followed by St Paul’s
Primary School (SPPS), with 52 points. Even though the medals hadn’t arrived for this occasion on time, each contestant was presented on a
red step-podium with certificate. The additional awards were: The Swimmer of the Day Certificate “for a child who shows a good technique,
stamina, and style” went to Dani Thomas from PPS, and David Owen, HPS. Ronaldo Johnson, PPS, was presented with Record Breaker
Certificate. Sandra George, School Team Leader from PPS, revealed optional activities were planned for the winning team: “as a reward the
day out will be organised, when they could either come to the pool, New Horizons, or go out in the country.”

“We are trying to promote healthy life
styles, and swimming is actually on the
curriculum, but it’s also opportunities
for children to partake in island games,
inter-island, international, and
Commonwealth games, so we are
trying to provide and prepare children
for these opportunities that lay ahead.”
Elaine Benjamin
The Executive Head Teacher
of St Paul’s and Pilling
Primary Schools

“We want to help to develop grass routes sports
on the island, looking for potential candidates,
right from the primary school, who we can
identify to go off and represent St Helena.
There are loads of opportunities coming up in
the next few years like Bermuda Island Game
this year, 2014 Glasgow Games, 2015 Commonwealth Games in Samoa and 2019 Commonwealth Games in St Lucia. Swimming
is one of our main sports that we
take part in internationally.”
Nick Stevens

10
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Young school representatives aged between five and eleven
year old participated in twenty categories, which several were also
divided into races A and B, with the faster swimmers competing in
race A. The classifications included: freestyle in armbands, underwater,
breast stroke, front crawl, freestyle, medley, all in various lengths for different age groups. A new position of this year’s programme was a final medley
race between teachers, which created a great excitement with all present at the gala.
Sandra George, PPS Leader, commented: “it was a really good competition. Most of
them said they are unfit, but they all did really well, it was a really good ending to our day
of sports.”

Colin Moore, the Director of Education, carried out an award presentation
and a closing speech with words of encouragemant for school pupils:

“look ahead, one day you could be in a fortunate
position to represent St Helena internationally”.
Colin noticed, “loads of examples of youngsters performing in the pool, who
could give St Helena great confidence that they will be representing internationally in the future. We’ve got some wonderful swimmers, and the future
is absolutely bright for the Island, so well done, not just those who won, but
everybody who took part. And also really big word of thanks to all the boys
and girls who made this such a great day by their participation in cheering on
the swimmers from the side lines”.

“It’s been a really extraordinary, exciting, and enjoyable day”.

Harford Primary School participants just before the opening of the gala
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On the podium children in school colours: PPS-red, HPS-green, and SPPS-yellow

St Paul’s Primary School’s cheerleaders team

Cheering for PPS: “You may be good at basketball, The progress of competitions was supervised by numerous officials, who ensured the event was
you might be good at track, but when it comes to going according to the rules and ethics of good sporting performance. Regrettably disqualificaswimming, you might as well step back!”
tions took place, as explained by Steve Plato, team captain for SPPS: “there were some discrepancies in swapping some of the children around between A and B races, so they got disqualified as they were in the wrong race, and the schools lost the points.” Despite this, the overall
atmosphere of the competitions was tremendous, very positive, with contestants being in good
sporting spirit, and cheering and clapping of spectators all the way through the event. Elaine
Benjamin described the atmosphere as “really competitive, district spirits as schools are from
various areas, but children really look forward to it, hoping to do their best and win.”

12
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Enterprise St Helena engages PAS students
“Tell a story” – St Helena and its’ future

Last Friday Cathy Alberts, Director of Tourism, gave a presenta on at PAS on tourism and how communi es can get involved.
Pupils were encouraged to talk about their dreams for the future and how they see the development of tourism – there were
some great ideas, from a ‘Slip Slide’ to bicycle trails.
Tourism and hospitality is one of the elements of the Tradi onal Industries Campaign (TIC)
Cathy encouraged pupils to think “Innova on, crea vity and originality”, ensuring Saints take advantage of the opportuni es
and also invited them to contact her with their ideas. She said “Tourism is everybody’s business. Treat tourists the way you
would like to be treated when you are visi ng somebody – please don’t ignore them!”
To contact Cathy, call 2920 or email Cathy.alberts@tourism.co.sh
On Monday of this week Stuart Planner, Commercial Property
Director, also a ended PAS and spoke to students about
visioning concepts for the Island, and in par cular the future for
Jamestown post air access and move of shipping to Ruperts Bay.
As part of the presenta on Stuart used a new large format touch
screen computer, Pupils were immediately magne sed and this
gave way to plenty of discussions.
The first group of 16 students spoken to were from year 7, these
were 11 and 12 year olds who spent an hour looking at
architectural designs, photos and possible ideas for the future, all
at a touch of the finger ps.
The second group were 6 students from the upper age school, 16
and 17 year olds who are also studying Informa on technology.
When it comes to planning for the future, students are ideal
candidates as they will become the leaders of our community, and
who will no doubt have a large influence on the way the island
develops.
PAS now have their own touch screen computer, courtesy of
ESH ,and this will be used in the school for pupils, staﬀ, and parents
to see the visions being promoted by ESH and the tourism oﬃce, as
well as being able to showcase Pupils’ own work.
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Students will be encouraged to look through the vision documents and to talk about the future for the Island in the wider
community. Stuart said “understanding that change is already happening is important, but more important is understanding
that the Island has the ability now to manage that change for the best outcomes for all. The Island needs to plan for the future
– if we fail to plan we are at a risk of planning to fail.”
To contact Stuart, call 2920 or email stuart.planner@esh.co.sh
Accompanying both Cathy and Stuart were Community Liaison, Tammy Williams who said, “The students were bright, sharp
and wi y, amazingly they understood what it all means for them as the ‘men and women of tomorrow’. It is our responsibility
as a community to develop a ‘collec ve vision’, it certainly isn’t all about ESH, Investors or SHG or any sole organisa on to
deliver results for St Helena. Its’ about the whole community ge ng into the driver’s seat!”

Commercial Fisheries Development Manager
meets with the local fishing community
Members of the local fishing community met with Mark Brumbill last Wednesday at the Consulate. Around 21 members
turned up and it was pleasing to see such a posi ve turnout. With a short introduc on from Rob Midwinter, Mark then shared
his experiences and background in fishery with the floor and this was met by a round of applause. The arrival of Mark is to
help the long - felt desire to develop a be er St Helena fishery. Local fishermen and stakeholders were overwhelmingly
posi ve and looking forward to working with Mark.
Fishermen have for many years wanted to create a long-term, profitable industry.
Local fisherman Waylon Thomas said, “We’ve got nothing to lose and I’m prepared to support Mark if it means we can make a
diﬀerence in our industry”
Mark said “I was very pleased to meet and engage with the fishing community at last Wednesday’s mee ng and am looking
forward to working with them on the challenge of developing and securing the long term future of the industry”
To contact Mark, call 2920 or email Mark.brumbill@esh.co.sh
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FROM ‘CIVVY’ TO SERVICEMAN My Life in a Nutshell
by Rocky Glanville

So where do you begin with something like
this? You don’t want it to be too short or too
long. ‘So let’s start at the very beginning a
very good place to start’. From the age of 13 I
knew that I wanted to ‘Join the Navy and see
the world’ as the advert said. It all stemmed
from my dad, better known as ‘Butchie’ who
was a member of the Merchant Navy. I remember evenings spent sitting watching TV
after dinner and there would be countless
times when a place would appear on screen
and he would say…”been there”. Eventually
it got under my skin and I knew that one day
I wanted to say the same. While I was still attending Prince Andrew School and generally
being a bit of a rebel, the Armed Forces recruitment team visited the island presenting
the chance I was looking for, and I took it. The
big world was out there and I wanted to be in
the middle of it and making the most of what it
had to offer. After saying goodbye to the only
life I had known, I boarded the RMS and my
adventure began. Arriving in UK was a bit of
an eye opener. I went directly to the main Naval Basic Training Base in Cornwall. I spent
8 weeks of undergoing transformation from
‘Civvy’ to serviceman. It was quite the challenge to start with. I would be lying if I didn’t
say that I missed home and everyone I knew.
I was pretty much on my own surrounded by
strangers in a place that I had no idea about.
The guys had to show me everything, from
how to use the cash machine, to reading a bus
timetable, to purchasing a train ticket and how
to get to the place I wanted to go to. When I
finished basic training I transferred to Portsmouth where I underwent professional trade
training for the job I was going to specialise in.
Long days in the classroom was the order of
the day, studying both classified and non classified material, along with homework. There
were days when I thought to myself what am
I doing here? I would much rather be back
home in the sun, doing an 8-4 job. Instead I

am here getting shouted at, beasted in the
gym and running around in the cold and rain.
I finally finished all of my basic professional
trade training and joined my first operational
unit. Just my luck, it was about to go into a 10
week intensive training package with Operational Sea Training staff, who ensure that ship
and crew are materially and mentally ready to
deploy on operations within the middle east,
and anywhere else where we are required.
This was much more than I had expected,
working around the clock, averaging 5 hours
sleep per night if that. When we finished that
training package it was straight to Scotland
for another 4 weeks of training in a different
type of warfighting. You see, we spend most
of the year doing training and even when we
are on operations we still train. I guess that’s
what makes the British Forces the best in the
world. You must be wondering if we ever get
a break? We do, even though breaks are dictated by operational requirements. My first trip
took me to Russia and on to most of the Baltic
States. Now that was a good trip. I got to see
so many things that I had only ever seen on
TV as well as ‘live it up’ a bit. The saying is
‘Work hard,play harder’ and trust me we do
that all to well. My first operational deployment took me through the Suez Canel and up
to the oil platforms of Iraq. The days were long
and sometimes boring. However, being a part
of the boat crew, I was mostly out with the marines checking fishing boats, potential smugglers and security sweeping ships in order to
clear them to proceed to the oil rigs and fill up
with crude oil. During this time I managed to
visit a number of different countries throughout the Middle East. Meanwhile Piracy was
also on the rise and we spent a lot of time patroling around in the Indian Ocean escorting
ships and chasing down pirates. During 2006
I managed to rack up a record visit year, going
to 16 different countries in 6 months. Not bad
for someone from an island in the middle of

nowhere. I went into Lebanon which I thought
was a beautiful place. Little did I know that 6
months later I would be back there rescuing
British Nationals from a war which had broken out between Israel and Lebanon. No day
is the same in this job. If there is an opportunity to be had then don’t let it pass you by.
After all of this I got back to UK and decided it
was time for a change. The ship was due for a
drydock period and the crew were getting allocated to other units. Most of them just sat back
and waited for an assignment. I’m not like
that, if I want something then I will go out and
get it. I did a bit of digging and managed to get
a good job working and living in Liverpool,
training university students that were thinking about joining the Navy. I completed a year
there and then found myself flying to Gibraltar
to start another job. I found myself providing
an armed boat escort to arriving and departing
warships. This was by far the best job I had
landed. There was always a party to attend,
Spain was literally across the road. I absolutely loved it out there. Weekends were spent in
either Morocco or up along the Costa Del Sol.
I was sad to leave but I knew that if I wanted
to be promoted I couldn’t keep ‘living it up’. I
found myself back on an operational ship and
back out in the middle east chasing pirates.
This time we managed to track down and
capture a pirate group, and no, none of them
looked like Captain Jack Sparrow and they
didn’t sail around on the Black Pearl! These
were skinny Somalis’ with AK47s (automatic
machine guns) and Rocket Propelled Grenades (RPGs) speeding around in the middle
of nowhere in boats that looked like bath tubs,
hijacking massive merchant ships! I finally got
promoted after another intense course. I didn’t
even have the time to eat on some days and my
command and leadership had to be spot on in
order to pass the course. Somehow I managed
to pass and then it was back to the middle east
for another operation. There’s only so many
times that you can put up with seeing just sea
and desert, so yet again I went digging for another job. I heard about a job doing Counter
Terrorism/Counter Piracy advice and reassurance based in the Dubai British Embassy. Having been on the other end I figured it would be
rude not to see what it’s like on the next side
of the stick! Lo and behold I now find myself
sitting in my apartment in the Embassy Compound writing this for the Sentinel. This is it
pretty much, ‘My Life Story in a Nutshell’.
Obviously I have done a fair bit more than I
am allowed to mention. I think it’s safe to say
that I made the most of what life has had to
offer so far and will continue to do so in the future. I have met many different people from all
over the world and some of them are friends
for life! I still have a way to go to catch up on
my dad’s visit list, but I’m sure I will get there
someday.
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LIFESTYLE & CULTURE
A HEALTH NUGGET

from your friends the Adventists: 1 Corinthians 6:19,20
The days are getting hotter and the temperature is rising. Now is the time when one could easily get dehydrated. It could take you by surprise
because your body does not always let you know that you are needing water.
Dehydration symptoms generally become noticeable after 2% of one’s normal water volume has been lost. Some symptoms of mild
dehydration include thirst, decreased and dark urine volume, unexplained tiredness, irritability, headache, dizziness, in some cases insomnia.
Mild dehydration also has been shown to negatively impact people’s moods. Experiments by the USDA’s Agricultural Research Service have shown that dehydration is associated with confusion, fatigue, and negative moods.
In people over age 50, the body’s thirst sensation diminishes and continues diminishing with age. Many senior citizens suffer symptoms of dehydration. Dehydration along with hyperthermia results in the elderly dying suddenly during extreme hot weather.
Dehydration can be caused by a wide range of factors that impair water homeostasis in the body. Some of these include: stress, prolonged physical activity with sweating without consuming adequate water, diarrhoea, hyperthermia, shock, vomiting, excessive consumption
of alcoholic beverages, recent rapid weight loss, foodborne illness, etc.
If water is being lost through mechanisms such as vomiting or diarrhoea, an imbalance can develop very quickly into a medical emergency. A
water loss of 15% could be fatal.
Dehydration is best avoided by drinking sufficient water. The greater the amount of water lost through perspiration, the more water
must be consumed to replace it and avoid dehydration.
For routine activities in which a person is not perspiring to any large degree, drinking when one is thirsty is sufficient to maintain
hydration. However, during exercise, relying on thirst alone may be insufficient to prevent dehydration from occurring. This is particularly true
in hot environments or for those older than 65.
We need at least 6 glasses of water a day whether or not we feel thirsty. Don’t forget your water today. Drink deeply and enjoy the
liquid that God gave us for life.

FOR SALE
The Fisheries Corporation has the following for sale:
2 Each 20 Feet Carrier Transicold Reefer Containers
Model 340-013, Container No. SCZU 8097310 and
Just arrived at

The London Gift Shop

Model 340-002, Container No. SCZU 8097434

are:

Units are in excellent running order.

•Special cards and gifts for Valentine’s
Day, including sterling silver and fashion jewellery with heart designs in
presentation boxes; hugging bears and
other adorable soft toys with a loving
message; Heart-shape key-rings; romantic mugs that change design when
heated and ornaments to express your
love.
•Towels, embroidered pillow cases and
other household items;
•Baby double knitting yarn;
•Gifts for new babies and wedding Anniversaries, and
•Ladies’ floral birthday cards from only
65p each.

Containers are being offered for sale on an as is where basis.
Viewing by appointment – telephone 2430.
Price for each unit is £5,000 or nearest offer.
Offers in writing should reach the General Manager by not
later than Monday, 18 February 2013.
1. No one to Blame
2. Right between the eyes
3. Jack in the Box

4. Down Payment
5. Left Overs
6. Bedspread

WUZZLE SOLUTIONS
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SCHOOL PAGE

Barnaby Bear visited our school – Harford Primary School
This is what he wrote about his visit.
“When I came to the school, I made friends quickly. I did miss my friends
in England and I was shy at first. Now I like playing in the field and I have
learnt to swim in the swimming pool.” Isobel Gilchrist

He used the school bus to get to school.
“I came to school on the bus. Some
people walk to school, some travel by
car and some come in a land rover”.
“I like riding on the school bus. It is bumpy.” Keanu Samuel

He followed instructions to get to the school.
This is what he wrote about the school environment.
“The school is near a busy road. The school is in a cool place and it is a busy place.
Around the school there is lots of grass and plenty of trees”.
“The rain and the sun give the plants and grass energy.” Tyran Henry

At the school he was introduced to the children and teachers.
“The head teacher is Mrs Carlean Crowie. There are ninety three children in the school. The children in the school
come from Longwood, Deadwood, Levelwood and Alarm Forest”. Thomas Minal & Cheyenne Andrews

He settled in to the Year 1/2 class.
He said “I like Maths best of all the lessons because it is about counting and counting is my favourite.”

Bianca Thomas

“I went on a visit to Jamestown on Friday because the Primary schools had a swimming gala. It was
very exciting. Harford School came second in the gala. Some children can swim very quickly”.
“Soon the schools will have their athletics day, but I may not be here for that.” Thomas Fowler.

Barnaby told the children about his recent visit to Wales in the UK.
“When I was going I was scared because it was a long time since I had seen my grandparents. I
went to Criccieth castle in Wales. It was fun”. Matthew Owen.
“Barnaby will be learning lots of new things about us throughout the term”.

Yr 1/2
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TIME OUT

COFFEE
BREAK
HUMOUR
There was a football coach that had a player on his team who was a bit
slow. The Headmaster told him that if the player could learn the formula
for water, then he would be allowed to play in the big game.
The day of the big game came and the Dean called the player into his office
and asked him to recite the formula for water. The player grinned real big
and said, ‘H I J K L M N O.’
“The car won’t start,” said a wife to her husband. “I think there’s water in
the carburetor.” “How do you know?” said the husband scornfully. “You
don’t even know what the carburetor is.” “I’m telling you,” repeated the
wife, “I’m sure there’s water in the carburetor.” “We’ll see,” mocked the
husband. “Let me check it out. Where’s the car?” “In the swimming pool.”

WUZZLE

A rich man was trying to find his daughter a birthday gift when he saw A wuzzle is a saying/phrase that is made up of a display of words, in an
a poor man with a beautiful white horse. He told the man that he would interesting way. The object is to try to figure out the well-known saying,
give him £500 for the horse. The poor man replied, “I don’t know mister, person, place, or thing that each wuzzle is meant to represent.
it don’t look so good”, and walked away. The next day the rich man came
Answers on page 15
back and offered the poor man £1000 for the horse. The poor man said, “I
don’t know mister, it don’t look so good”. On the third day the rich man FUN QUOTES
offered the poor man £2000 for the horse, and said he wouldn’t take ‘no’ Tell a man there are 300 billion stars in the
for an answer. The poor man agreed, and the rich man took the horse home.
universe and he’ll believe you. Tell him a
The rich man’s daughter loved her present. She climbed onto the horse,
then galloped right into a tree. The rich man rushed back over to the poor
bench has wet paint on it and he’ll have to
man’s house, demanding an explanation for the horse’s blindness. The
touch it to be sure. ~Murphy’s Law
poor man replied, “I told you it don’t look so good!”

TIME TO REBOOT - Going back to 31 January

Famous Birthdays
31 Jan - 6 Feb

1961: A chimpanzee sent into space in a rocket by the United States was recovered alive
Justin Timberlake (32)
and well about 420 miles (676 km) from the launching site in Cape Canaveral. The test
US
Singer/ Actor - 31 Jan
was one of many planned to ensure that a human being could survive space flight, think
clearly and perform useful functions outside the Earth’s atmosphere. The chimp, named
Shakira (36)
Ham, was trained to pull levers in response to flashing lights during flight. He carried out
Latin Singer - 2 Feb
several such operations successfully as he travelled at 5,000 mph (8,000 km/h) at a height
Sean Kingston (23)
of 155 miles (250 km) above the Earth.
US Singer ‘beautiful girls’
3 Feb
2000: Family GP Dr Harold Shipman has been jailed for life for murdering 15 of his patients, making him Britain’s biggest convicted serial killer. Shipman, from Hyde in Greater Manchester, is also suspected of killing more
than 100 other patients. From the dock at Preston Crown Court, Shipman showed no emotion as the verdict was Bob Marley (1945-1981)
Jamaican Singer - 6 Feb
read out: guilty to 15 murders and forging the will of one of his patients.

PEOPLE

... items on my
bucket list

DIDYOU KNOW...

1. To drive a sprint
car.

• The whip was the first human invention to
break the sound barrier
• You can’t talk while inhaling through your
nose
• The movie ‘Titanic’ cost more to make than
the actual ship
• A scientist who weighed people immediately before and after death concluded that
the human soul weighs 21 grams
• The more someone looks like us the more
likely we are to help them
• If you walk and talk with someone, eventually you will synchronize your steps with
each other
• J K Rowling (Author of Harry Potter) lost
her billionaire status because she donated too
much of her money to charity
• The word ‘electrocute’ is only accurately
used if the person dies (electo + execute).
If the person survives, they weren’t electrocuted

2. To find a partner to enjoy some
of the things that
I do.
3. To spend more
time with my kids.
My children’s
children are having
Cuzner, children.

John
ARC Rally yacht J’Sea

If you would like to take part, we need a good picture of you (which
we can do) and your top 3 - it could be your top 3 movies, songs,
books or cars. It could be your top 3 places on St Helena, or top 3
achievements. The more interesting the better chance of being chosen,
as we will only print 1 per week! Email: news@shbc.sh with subject
heading, top 3.
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PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT DIRECTORATE

PUBLIC NOTICE

VACANCIES WITHIN THE ENERGY DIVISION
The Energy Division is seeking to recruit a Linesman and a Senior Linesman
The main responsibilities of these posts are:
•To carry out new electrical service installations
•To carry maintenance on both the high voltage and low voltage overhead distribution network
The applicants must:
-Be self motivated
-Be a good team player
-Be willing to work in adverse weather conditions and during emergency situations
-Have good communication skills and positive attitude with customers
-Have good knowledge of health and safety rules and procedures
-Have a class ‘C’ driving license
Salaries for these posts are:
Linesman
Senior Linesman

– commences at £8154 per annum in Grade D
– commences at £10,275 per annum in Grade E

The Energy Division will consider applicants who have been away from this field of work for some time
or who is keen to become a linesman/senior linesman to undertake training in the training salary grade
to achieve the necessary skills. The duration of this training will be determined by the Senior Distribution
Engineer.
Interested persons requiring further details regarding this post can contact Mr Colin Anthony Senior Distribution Engineer at the Energy Division telephone No. 2320. A full job profile is available on request.
Application forms are available from the Physical Environment Directorate (Infrastructure) and Human
Resources Directorate, should be completed and submitted to the Senior Executive Officer, Physical Environment Directorate (Infrastructure) by Monday 4th February 2013.
Barry Hubbard
Manager Energy Division
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No winner last week
Playing for £150
Game 2, Week 2 – Brown Card
50 numbers called in order from left to right:

15
75
22
87
69
53
76
14
28
56

58
44
21
70
67
63
9
6
46
33

7
26
78
34
64
2
57
11
90
72

27
19
43
73
49
20
77
50
55
51

61
84
18
30
17
45
74
4
25
5

•If you have a full house please bring the whole book to
Y&T before 5pm on Monday 28 January
•This draw playing for the £150 first prize.
•In the event of more than one full house the winner is
decided on the lowest number called moving left to right
•If more than one winner on the same number then prize
is shared
•Numbers called using www.bingoport.co.uk number
generator

Hair 4 U will be closed from Tuesday 5th March and reopen
on Tuesday 23rd April.
If you would like Wendy to do your hair before this time you
can call her on telephone number 3826
REGISTRY OF LANDS, ST HELENA
1st February 2013
NOTICE is hereby given of an application
by Colin Ivan Duncan of No 6 China Lane,
Jamestown for registration as proprietor of
area of land registered in the name of the
Crown namely part of Block 13 Parcel 22 in
the Registration Section of Jamestown. Such
application is made by virtue of claimed
peaceable, open and uninterrupted possession of said land for a period of at least 15
years. A copy of the application and a plan
of the said land are available for inspection
at The Land Registry, Essex House, Jamestown, during normal office hours. Any person who wishes to make representations to
the Land Registrar as to why this application
should not be allowed must do so within 3
calendar months of the date of publication of
this notice.
JOHN A. MACRITCHIE,
REGISTRAR OF LANDS
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NEED A HAND?
ST HELENA GOVERNMENT

Assistant Internal Auditor
This is a great opportunity for a talented individual to develop their career,
whilst making a difference.
The Internal Audit Office is small well-knitted team working in the heart of St
Helena Government (SHG). We assist SHG in accomplishing its objectives, by
providing assurance on SHG’s frameworks, systems and processes.
The Assistant Internal Auditor will be required to assist with the audit
assessments of SHG’s systems and processes, through carrying out various
testing methodologies such as interviewing, document testing and
observations.
The successful applicant will be responsible for working within agreed
deadlines, therefore having the ability to prioritise work and work under
pressure. He/she must have good communication skills, both written and
verbal, whilst being creative and able to use their own judgment. Completion
of the ACCA Intermediate Certificate in Financial Management Accounting (or
equivalent) is also required.

OUTDOORS
OR IN

FRABEA’S
can help!

Call us on 4691
FRABEA’S

Cleaning and Gardening Services

Salary for the post will be paid at Grade C, commencing at £6,666, however the
successful candidate may be required to serve in a training grade.

Francis & Beaty
Barren Ground

Interested persons should contact Helena Bennett on 2112 for further
information of the post and applications.
Closing date for applications is 05 February 2013, which should be submitted
the Head of Internal Audit, Internal Audit Office, Post Office Building.

Environmental Management Directorate
Government of St Helena
St Helena Island
South Atlantic Ocean
STHL 1ZZ

CLOSED SEASON FOR SPEAR FISHING
1ST JANUARY 2013 TO 31ST MARCH 2013
DURING THIS PERIOD SPEAR FISHING IS NOT ALLOWED AT ANY TIME OR PLACE IN
ST HELENA’S WATERS.
The Spear Guns (Control) Ordinance CAP 91 states that during a closed season, no person shall have a
spear gun in his possession on or within twenty metres of any tidal water or upon any beach or foreshore
or while swimming or while in any vessel.
During this time most fish are at the spawning stage and it is therefore necessary to put measures in
place to allow marine life a chance to breed and to grow into sustainable resources. The aim of the
controlled season is not to stop people from enjoying the sea and its life but to respect our oceans and
its resources.
Elizabeth Clingham
Marine Conservation Officer
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CHURCH NOTICES

FaithMatters
Father Jack Horner
What should we do when
our world seems to be falling
apart? There are many reasons why we may feel like
this and if you are feeling
like that just now, or know
someone for whom that is
the case, then you may get
a solution from Holy Scripture.
Chapter 12 in the book of Daniel is one source
and was written at a time in the history of Israel when both their nationhood and religious
identity seemed in mortal peril but the courageous prophet declares that it is an opportunity
and not a catastrophe. At that time, he proclaims Michael, the Great Prince shall stand
forth. Here it is worth remembering the name
Michael means, who is like God. There may
be a disaster on the way but Daniel firmly believes that God can cope with it and also death
itself. He states that many of those who sleep
in the dust of the earth shall arise to eternal life
and that some will endure eternal shame. We
are therefore reminded that if we seek God's
help he is there for us. Does this not give us
hope when we think everything is stacked
against us?
Another example of the support our Heavenly Father offers is in the gospel according to
Mark in Ch.13. Jesus is telling his alarmed
disciples, and us, how it will be at the end of
time. The sun shall be darkened and the moon
shall not give its light and the stars shall be
falling from heaven. All very frightening.
However, because God is at work there are
grounds for confidence. As mentioned earlier
God's power is greater. Jesus goes on to say,
'We shall see the Son of Man coming on the
clouds with much power and glory. He will
send his messengers or angels and gather his
chosen ones from the ends of the earth to the
end of heaven'. Jesus is reassuring when he
says, we are not to be frightened, no matter
how bad things may look, for God is definitely in charge. So, another example that if
we accept God is in charge when it seems like
our life falling apart, his power will carry us
through our difficult times.
All too often some call on God only when it
suits them; when they are in trouble and need
help. And no sooner are their troubles relieved
and they start to forget who relieved them of
their problem. Even Christians who have been
baptised to Christ can forget and only call on
God when it suits them. Baptism is an entry
point to God's Kingdom but it needs nourishing through out our lives whether we are clergy, Lay-ministers or members of a congrega-

tion. We cannot just use God or turn to Him
when we feel it suits us. We must make time
and even sacrifices for Him. If we think about
it hard enough, these sacrifices are all things
we can easily handle. All it basically means
is we just need to organise ourselves and give
some time to our Lord. By doing so we will
strengthen our faith to overcome those times
when we feel our world is falling apart, and
this matters.
Have a pleasant weekend.
DIOCESE OF SAINT HELENA
The Cathedral Parish of St Paul
Sunday 3 February 4th Sunday of the Year
8.00 a.m. Eucharist,
Cathedral
10.00 a.m. Sung Eucharist,
Cathedral
3.30 p.m. Eucharist,
St Peter
Thursday 7 January
10.00 a.m. Eucharist,
St Swithin
Sunday 10 February 5th Sunday of the Year
8.00 a.m. Eucharist,
Cathedral
9.30 a.m. Eucharist,
St Martin
11.15 a.m. Sung Eucharist,
St Helena & The Cross
5.30 p.m. Choral Evensong,
Cathedral
The Parish of St James
Sunday 3 February 4th Sunday of the Year
9.30 a.m. Sung Eucharist,
St James
3.30 p.m. Eucharist,
St Michael
Wednesday 6 February
7.30 a.m. Eucharist,
St James
Thursday 7 February
7.00 p.m. Eucharist with Healing, St John
Sunday 10 February 5th Sunday of the Year
9.30 a.m. Sung Eucharist,
St John
7.00 p.m. Evensong,
St James
Parish of St Matthew
Sunday 3 February 4th Sunday of the Year
7.00 p.m. Sung Eucharist,
St Matthew
Tuesday 5 February
7.00 p.m. Eucharist,
St Mark
Sunday 10 February 5th Sunday of the Year
11.00 a.m. Sung Eucharist,
St Mark
Seventh Day Adventist
Saturday 2 February
The Jamestown Church will be closed but
normal worship services will take place at the
Sandy Bay Community Centre commencing
at 9:30am.
All are welcome.
Tuesday 5 February
7:00pm- Bible study at Guinea Grass, (home
of Andrew & Shara Robinson)
Wednesday 6 February
7:30- 8:30pm- Prayer Meeting in Church
Thursday 7 February
7:00pm- Prayer Meeting at Longwood Community Centre.
ALL ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND
For more information, contact Pastor Clack
Tel No. 2267
Email: grace4grabs@gmail.com

BAHA’I FAITH
www.sthelenabahai.org
BAHA’I CENTRE
Gumwoods
DEVOTIONAL MEETING
Thursday 31st. January 2013
8pm.
“Those virtues that befit his ( man’s) dignity
are forbearance, mercy, compassion and
loving kindness towards all the peoples and
kindreds of the earth.” Baha’u’llah
BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday 3rd February
1) 8.45 am Divine Service, Sandy Bay Chapel
2) 10.45 am Divine Service,
Head O’Wain Chapel
3) 7.00 pm Divine Service,
Jamestown Schoolroom
Sermon: Calling on God When in Distress
Psalm 28
10.00 am Sunday School, Baptist Manse
Tuesday 5th February
5.00pm Bible Studies, Cape Villa
7.30pm Bible Studies,
Jamestown Schoolroom
Wednesday 6th February
7.30pm Bible Studies,
Deadwood at home of Winnie Thomas
Thursday 7th February
5.30pm Bible Studies, Sandy Bay Chapel
7.30pm Bible Studies, Blue Hill
(Home of Francie and Beattie Peters)
For more info contact Pastor Graeme Beckett
Email: graemebbeckett@gmail.com
Tel.
2388
Activities at the Army this weekend

Sunday 3rd February
JAM CLUB at the Half Tree Hollow Hall at 10am. All are welcome.
Praise and Worship Service at the
Jamestown Hall at 6.30pm.
Monday 4th February
Mums and Toddlers group at 10am at the Half
Tree Hollow Hall.
There is always a warm welcome for you at
the Salvation Army.
If you would like to know more about The
Salvation Army’s activities, contact Lt. Coral
Yon on telephone nos 2703/4358.
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Vacancies
The Hospitality Training Project is looking for the following people to help us with our quest to up-skill any Saints
who wish to work in the Hospitality Industry.
Food and Beverage Service/Customer Service Expert and Trainer - Full Time
We are looking for a flexible, quality focused individual who is a hands on operator and trainer to join the small team
working on the hospitality training project here on St Helena.
The ideal candidate should be commercially aware and have experience of working within a variety of restaurant
environments in both working and managerial roles. Poten al applicants should have some experience of planning and
delivering training with a very strong understanding of customer service and restaurant opera ons.
Administra on and Support Opera ve - Full Time
We are looking for a team player to provide admin support for the oﬃce at 2onMAIN Hospitality Training Centre. The role
will involve a variety of func ons including: telephone and communica on, basic bookkeeping, organising
people, places and things.
The ideal applicant should have the following:
Ability to organise and coordinate resources including trainee rotas and customer bookings
Very good telephone and communica on skills
Experience in basic bookkeeping, including payroll and supplier invoices
Flexibility to work with a small team in a new project
If you are interested in either of these posi ons please send your CV including contact details to Natasha Bargo, Admin and
Human Resource Manager, ESH, at Ladder Hill Business Park on e-mail natasha.bargo@esh.co.sh by Friday 8th February 2013.

Opening Times
We are proud to announce that the new Hospitality Training facilities are now operational, this
includes classroom and kitchen training. Our students will be demonstrating their new skills at
2onMain on Thursday, Friday and Saturday evenings from 6:00pm to 8:00pm.
We look forward to taking your bookings.
Our menu is simple and relies on best quality ingredients.
It changes with availability of items, here is an example:

Homemade Breads
Spiced Local Pumpkin Soup
Hot Tomato and Salami Tart
Chicken Liver and Port Pate with local Beetroot
Sushi of Fresh Marlin
Pan Fried Sirloin Steak with Creamy Mash & Veggies
Seared Tuna, Soy Mustard Sauce Peppers & Courgettes
Wahoo with Indian spices & Vegetable Curries
Butternut and Spinach Lasagne
The Best Chocolate Mousse Ever!
Hot Crepes with Bananas and Caramel Sauce
Meringue with Citrus Fruits

Nɛ2 Mʋʖɚ SʤȾȭeɢ, Jʋȷestʝʨɚ , Sɢ HɰȵʑnɈ Tɰɗ : 2ʭ10
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FOR SALE
The Fisheries Corporation has the
following vehicle for sale:

Nissan Cabstar Truck
3.2L, 2-ton - Registration No. 2155
Licensed until 6 June 2013
Vehicle is being offered for sale on an
as is where is basis.
Viewing by appointment:

Men!
G-Unique is offering a special
Valentine gift service.
Want to give a special gift for your lady?

Place an order by Friday 8th Feb for one of the
following special offers on G-Unique jewellery:
x Jewellery sets in gift box from £12
x Jewellery sets in gift box + giftbag
wrapped with bow from £14
x Sterling silver jewellery sets from £16
x Semi-precious jewellery (including tiger eye;
carnelian; moonstone; turquoise, etc)
x Custom-made jewellery hampers from £15
All you need to do is buy the card & collect your gift!
Contact Giselle for further details on 3935 or
g-uniquedesigns@hotmail.co.uk

telephone 2430.
Offers under £3,000 will not be
entertained.
Offers in writing should reach the
General Manager by not later than
Monday, 11 February 2013.

G-Unique jewellery is also available from
The Hive; The Arts & Crafts Centre (The Canister) & the G-Unique Unit at ESH Business
Unit 8, Lower HTH.

VACANCY FOR PLUMBER
The Works Section of the Physical Environment Directorate is seeking to recruit a Plumber to join the maintenance team. The
post holder will be responsible to the Foreman (Plumber) for the daily operations and services with the Works Section in the
execution of all domestic plumbing and plumbing related tasks.
The main duties of the post include:
• Assess faults and complaints on behalf of clients.
• Carry out plumbing work according to requests and specifications.
• Install hot and cold water systems.
• Maintain direct and in-direct domestic plumbing systems.
• Carry out repairs and works with sewer systems, sanitary fixtures and fittings.
Prospective candidates should have a minimum of 3 years experience in domestic plumbing to include installation of hot and
cold water systems, together with a good command of Mathematics and English and a sound knowledge of Health and Safety
practices in the workplace.
Candidates must be able to erect and work from scaffolding and other work platforms and be physically fit to match the requirements of the post. A clean and valid driving license in classes A, B and C is also essential.
Salary for the post is at Grade C commencing at £6,479 per annum, however the successful applicant might be required to serve
a training period in Grade B.
For further information about the post interested persons should contact Mr Leroy Plato, Foreman (Plumber) or Mr Gilbert
Young, Superintendent (Works), on Telephone No. 2360 or Email: IU.sworks@sainthelena.gov.sh
Application packs are available from the Works Office in the Castle Yard, the reception desk at Essex House or the Human
Resources Directorate.
Completed application forms should be submitted through Directors where applicable to the Lands & Buildings Manager, Essex House, Jamestown by no later than 4pm on Tuesday, 12th February 2013.
Gavin E. George
Lands & Buildings Manager

29th January 2013
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EXCEPTIONAL LADDER HILL

UNEARTHED

Darrin Henry, SHBC

“I’m hoping that by the time we get
on the ship on Thursday afternoon we
would have shook hands on a deal that
just needs to be put on paper.”
This positive, no nonsense declaration from
Chairman of Mantis Collection, Adrian Gardiner, took me by surprise. I had expected a
cagey response to my questions on commitment, but, refreshingly, there was none of that.
After 6 days on the island, (when we met)
touring the sights and speaking to various people, Adrian and his team have been impressed.
They have identified Ladder Hill Fort as the
ideal location for establishing a 30-35 room
hotel and 10 self catering apartments, making
maximum use of the existing buildings already
there. “We would have a common area,” explained Adrian, “we would have a beautiful
sitting room that would look over the sea. A
breakfast room, because with a restaurant we

It’s time for the Whiskey,
say Mantis!

don’t need to do a full dinning service, but we
would do breakfast and 24 hour room service.
But the restaurant would do lunches and dinners. We want a small spa and a fitness centre.
That’s typical of our models.”
After so many years of big plans and nothing
much happening, St Helena is well and truly
on a path to change. The airport has been the
trigger and as reports indicate all is going well
with the project, other developments are also
gathering pace. SHELCO reaffirmed their
commitment to their resort project at Wirebird Hills (Broadbottom) a few months ago,
and now a second potential investment seems
likely.
Mantis is a family run collection of award
winning, privately owned, five star properties located around the World. Divided into
five distinct groups, its specialist areas include
Boutique Hotels, Game Reserves, Eco Lodges,
Ski Lodges and Chalets and Yachts. All of the
properties represent the finest example of its
kind and celebrate the culture, gastronomy, ar-

chitecture and nature of the locations in which
they are found to offer guests a truly authentic
experience.
Officially founded by Adrian Gardiner in
2000, Mantis is committed to the spirit of conservation and restoration, and each property is
sensitive to its surroundings in respect of the
building, environment and local community.
The diverse portfolio of handpicked properties
link up to create journeys, which offer guests
the ultimate life experience and the opportunity to experience the essence of the location.
(Mantis website)
Mantis interests around the world include a
tree house lodge and an ice hotel in Sweden,
the ‘Zambezi Queen,’ a luxury river boat that
cruises the Chobe River, and ‘White Desert,’
a luxury camp in the ‘last great wilderness’ of
Antarctica. Of course there are the more obvious, traditional hotels that can be found in
locations such as London, New York and Cape
Town.
So what was it that convinced the Mantis Col-
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lection to come to St Helena? Their team this
week includes John Erasmus, Financial Director - Graham Moon, CEO - Graham Vass, Development General Manager (Hospitality) and
of course, Adrian.
“Our interest goes back about 6 years to Governor Michael Clancy, 2006 and 2007,” said
Adrian. I met Clancy and Adam, the development manager in Cape Town and the governor after him (Andrew Gurr). And now the
new governor (Mark Capes) in November and
the delegation, Julian (Morris) and everyone
else.”
At the mention of Clancy’s name I felt some
sadness that he, and a few others closely in-

back in South Africa in terms of the foundation that I’m the chairman of. We’ve done
those sorts of things.”
We get back to talking about Ladder Hill fort.
“My life is getting on, but I like a challenge,”
said Adrian with a smile. “I like things to happen yesterday! I have a saying, ‘talk’s cheap,
money buys the whiskey.’ So we’ve got to get
down to the whiskey now!
“That’s the stage we’re at.”
In terms of Ladder Hill, “there’s a pre-requisite to that,” said Adrian. “You’ve got to connect that part of the fort to town, you’ve got to
put a funicular in next to Jacob’s Ladder. We
can [then] get people up and down.”

Mantis had the institutions to provide the degree level of training that is needed.
I mentioned the SHELCO resort proposal.
Adrian said he has been to see it and has a
copy of the plan. “I’m hoping on my next trip
to London, in March, that I’ll meet Sir Nigel
Thompson. They’ve given me the contact details. My gosh, if that could happen, that’s a
winner. Everybody that comes, adds value.
Competition then decides who gets the most
bed nights. So that would be great.”
“The next challenge is to make sure we get
the airline. The only issue that I would like to
see addressed quite quickly is you’ve got to
make that runway immediately available to

Mantis team, left to right: John Erasmus, Financial Director - Adrian Gardiner, Chairman Graham Moon, CEO - Graham Vass, Development General Manager (Hospitality)
volved with marketing St Helena and fighting
for the airport over the years, are sadly no longer alive to see the results of their efforts being
realised.
I asked Adrian what it was about that meeting
in South Africa, in November, that made him
finally commit to coming to St Helena.
“There was a serious team there,” he replied. “You had real players there now.
The airport had started and I think our
group had been identified because of our
smallness, our infrastructure and footprint
around the world, together with our branding and how we position ourselves. They
saw it as quite a good fit. Because also, part of
our ethos, in our mission statement – unearthing the exceptional – conserving a balancing
way of life and nurturing nature today for tomorrow, is all a good fit.”
Adrian told me how impressed he had been
with the Millennium Forest project and the
conservation concerns with the spiders. He
was also quite taken with the ‘2 On Main’
training restaurant project, underway in Main
Street, Jamestown. “That’s an education. That
was really great,” he said. “That was exceptional, because I do that similar sort of thing

take flights from Europe. I think that’s quite
critical. And that’s apparently not a big spend,
talking to the guys yesterday. You’ve got to get
the 757-800 in, I think, that means you can get
a flight from Europe. That’s a huge market.”
I mention the need for direct flights from Europe was also a concern of SHELCO’s.
“I think it’s (the airport) just got to be widened a bit, not lengthened, according to
“you’ve got to make that runway
immediately available to take flights discussions with Deon yesterday.”
Had I not already met and spent some time
from Europe.
with the other members of the Mantis ColI think that’s quite critical.”
lection, I might have thought Adrian was
unusual in his positivity. But that vibe,
I mention that I was encouraged to hear he was that ‘can do’ attitude oozed through the whole
so positive after a short period of time on the team. If some of that rubs off on St Helena it
won’t be such a bad thing.
island.
“I’ve also unfortunately met a few of the nega- “If somebody comes in and says I have a problem, I say, I haven’t heard of that word,” Adritive people,” Adrian told me.
This prompted me to ask whether there were an had told me. “Every problem is an opporany potential problems they had encountered. tunity. Some are more disguised than others,
Adrian told me they had expected there might so tell me the solution. There’s not a problem;
be a lack of skills, however, in a meeting with there’s always a solution.”
Basil Read they said some of the building The Mantis Collection depart this week on the
RMS back to Cape Town and their head office
skills on the island were better than theirs.
Adrian was also keen to stress that hospitality in Port Elizabeth.
training needed to begin right away, and that
Adrian also emphasises that alongside 5 star,
the island also has to find 3 and 4 star operators. He said the island needs 100 good beds
for when the airport opens. He confirms that
talks on how they will do the investment is
“far down the line.” They have made progress
every day since being here.
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YOU CAN HELP SHAPE THE ISLAND’S FUTURE!
Expressions of Interest,
Directors to Enterprise St Helena (ESH) Board
ESH plays an important role in ensuring that the island gets the future it wants. Key to this is helping
the private sector take advantage of current and future opportunities.
Enterprise St Helena is seeking expressions of interest from Private Sector individuals who would like
to be considered for appointment to our Board of Directors.
This is a strategic role, providing monetary review and direction, with each Private Sector
Representative focusing on supporting one of our target sectors.
We are particularly interested in hearing from parties who have links with either Tourism
& Hospitality or the Construction industry and are keen to see these elements of the
St Helena economy grow.
For an informal discussion regarding the role and responsibilities of a Director please contact the
Chair to the ESH Board of Directors on telephone No. 2163 or email: Julian.morris@esh.co.sh.
Written expressions of interest should be submitted to the Board Secretary, Natasha Bargo,
ESH Centre, Business Park Half Tree Hollow or via email: natasha.bargo@esh.co.sh
by Monday 18th February 2013.

WANTED: WEBMASTER
Are you a young Saint into Information Technology?
Here’s an opportunity to be Enterprise St Helena’s webmaster.
Drop in and see us, or send us your CV.
We need some proven track record that you know your way
around websites, know how to operate in the social media space,
and can work to tight deadlines and briefs.
If this sounds like you, get in touch!
This is not a full-time job, but an hourly-based opportunity
with very specific inputs and outcomes.
The package will include subsidised broadband capacity


&ŽƌĨƵƌƚŚĞƌĚĞƚĂŝůƐ͕ĐŽŶƚĂĐƚ
DĂƚƚ:ŽƐŚƵĂ͕Ăƚ^,͕>ĂĚĚĞƌ,ŝůůƵƐŝŶĞƐƐWĂƌŬ͕,ĂůĨdƌĞĞ,ŽůůŽǁ͘dĞůϮϵϮϬ͘ŽƌĞŵĂŝů
ŵĂƚƚ͘ũŽƐŚƵĂΛĞƐŚ͘ĐŽ͘ƐŚ
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SHBC RADIO SERVICE
It has been an extremely busy start to 2013 for the SHBC team. Covering our usual reporting work as well as trying to get the radio service fully functional has stretched our resources to the limit.
Partitions have been fitted in the office to create 2, temporary radio studios and a secured office area. A temporary
form of sound proofing still needs to be added.
One radio channel only of the three, has been installed to date. There are problems with the signal levels from
Jamestown to High Knoll, preventing the High Knoll transmitter operating at optimum output levels with a knock
on effect to Blue Hill and Levelwood transmitters. Much work has been done at both ends to try improve this,
but levels are still not satisfactory. C&W are now going to relocate the Jamestown transmitter to the Briars which
should resolve the problem.
In addition there is also an issue with the antenna combining filters at High Knoll. Equipment and parts ordered to
resolve these problems unfortunately missed the 23 January ship. We are now hoping they arrive on 12 February.
The other 2 channels can’t be installed until the antenna fix has been carried out.
Central to the radio studios are the Playout computers. The software has been received and installed and a lot of
work done to get it configured. Usually with this software, the suppliers provide training courses at their headquarters in UK. This wasn’t an option for us at this time, so setup from a distance has taken some time and is still
not quite complete. This delay is mostly down to the difficulty of consistent time to carry out the setup. The final
stage is networking the studio and admin machines.
The Playout software being installed is world standard and once fully operational will provide an incredible
programme delivery capability. Loading the database with the entire library of music is a huge job, and will be
ongoing for probably a year or more.
Administration is one of the many advantages of the studio system. Advertising and announcements can be accurately scheduled for airtime and play logs printed easily to enable customers to have confidence in the service
they are being charged for. All music played will also be automatically logged by title and time.
Since the radio channel has been installed, the SHBC team have also had to get to grips with the challenge of
providing the daily cycle of radio news to a local audience. News stories are sometimes constantly changing
throughout the day, requiring multiple updates. Everyone has been working hard to quickly develop a workable
system to allow for this without compromising the quality of the news reporting.
News bulletins continue to be broadcast 5 times a day during the week, 4 times on Saturdays. The transmissions
will continue to share music and World Service until the additional channels can be installed. Topical, extended
interviews are beginning this week as part of our phasing in of programmed content.
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Councillor’s View
Dear Readers
As the Councillor who instigated
the motion in formal Legislative
Council calling for constitutional
change, I set out my reasons for
the suggested change and the
working of a Chief Councillor
system.
Background:
Constitutional
Commission
The proposal now on the table is
not new: it was first suggested by
the St. Helena Constitutional
Commission
which
was
established in 1999 to review the
1988
Constitution.
That
Commission recommended that:“A Chief Councillor should be
elected by the elected members of
the Legislative Council and, on
appointment should be required
to nominate the required number
of further elected members to
serve
with
him/her
as
Chairpersons/Executive
Councillors”.
In
2005
an
Island-wide
Consultative Poll rejected the
proposal for a Ministerial System,
but
the
Chief
Councillor
suggestion was not pursued for
the 2009 Constitutional change.
The basic essential elements of
electing, and the workings of, a
Chief Councillor system and why
the Legislative Council must elect
the Chief Councillor and the
Chief Councillor nominate his/her
team are as follows:The election of Chief Councillor
Choosing a Chief Councillor and
the
Chief
Councillor’s
relationship to the other Elected
Members of the Executive
Council would have a positive
impact on the running of the
present
Committee
system,
because:(a) the election of the Chief
Councillor by the majority of the
twelve elected members of the
Legislative Council means that he
or she will be perceived to be the

best person able to command the
Council’s support and
(b) the Chief Councillor in
nominating the other Executive
Council members would seek to
assemble a team which could
work together in Executive
Council, co-ordinate the work of
the Council Committees, and
command the support collectively
and individually of the majority
of the Legislative Council.
Removal
of
Executive
Councillor Members
Just as the Chief Councillor
would
recommend
the
appointment
of
the
other
Executive Councillors, so also he
or she would have the right to
require an Executive Councillor’s
removal.
Chief Councillor’s relationship
with other members
Executive Council members (in
difficult decision making times)
will always need to weigh the
advantages of remaining in the
Executive
Council
against
resigning from it.
The Chief Councillor would not
be able to remain in office unless
there were others members of the
Legislative Council willing to
serve with him or her as members
of Executive Council.
In
practice
therefore,
all
Executive Councillors would
need to exercise a degree of
moderating influence on one
another, as a group, they would
stand or fall together.
That would mean that, as long as
the Chief Councillor continued to
enjoy the support of a majority in
the Legislative Council on issues
of confidence, so also would the
political executive as a whole.
Vote of no confidence
The Chief Councillor plus the
other members of Executive
Council would not be able to
remain in office if they lost
majority
support
in
the
Legislative Council. The other
seven Elected Members would
become known as the backbench

members and would have a right
to move a motion of no
confidence, against what might
well soon be seen by the public as
the
Government.
Other
Executive Council Members
would also have the same right.
This provision is important in the
event that the Chief Councillor is
not performing or corruption set
in.
If such a motion were carried, the
Chief Councillor and the other
Executive Councillors would lose
office and a new Chief Councillor
would be elected. If no one
member could secure a majority,
the Governor would be likely to
dissolve the Council and call a
new General Election.
Collective responsibility
The possibility of the government
as a whole being defeated, places
on Councillors the compelling
political necessity of accepting
collective
responsibility
for
Government Policies.
Why do I want Change
Because the reality is that as long
as this present old fashion
colonial rubber-stamp system
remain,
no
meaningful
improvement towards the Island’s
political effectiveness can come
from this present set-up. Even
Elected Members electing each
other to the different positions is
a rubber-stamp system.
A Chief Councillor system would
at least provide the 20 year old
missing
link
“Political
Leadership” that is needed in coordinating a coherent strategy of
Government
and
be
“Accountable” for that strategy
and its delivery.
The changes in relation to
Executive
Council,
Council
Committees, the seven backbenches, is a no brainier to
improving
communications,
which in turn would breed
accountability, openness and
transparency, if nothing else.
Councillor Buckley
(Send comments to Secretary,
Home & International Committee)
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NOTICE BOARD

AVES Courses for February 2013 Part 2
Are you interested?
Course Title
Minute Taking
Emergency First
Response
Renewals
Problem Solving
Fundamentals

Date
th
12 February
2013
th
15 February
2013

Time
9am-12pm

Trainer
Angela Benjamin

9am-12pm

Anthony Thomas

th

9am-2pm

st

9am-3:45pm

Angela
Benjamin/Shelley
Smith via Skype
Angela
Benjamin/Shelley
Smith via Skype
Mark Yon

19 February
2013

Problem Solving
Intermediate

21 February
2013

Database

25 , 26 & 27
February 2013

th

th

th

9am-12:30pm

Venue
AVES Lecture
Room
AVES Lecture
Room

Closing date
th
5 February
2013
st
1 February
2013

AVES IT Suite

5 February
2013

AVES IT Suite

5 February
2013

AVES IT Suite

11 February
2013

th

th

th

Note: These are individual courses
Spaces are limited to 12 people.
Spaces will only be confirmed upon receipt of registration forms by the closing date
stated in the table.
For further information and registration forms please contact Reception at AVEC
On telephone 2613 or email: info@aves.gov.sh

Proudly presents

“NEW ECONOMIC FORUM EVENT”
Date – Thursday 07 March 2013
If you are in the public or private sector, dreaming of being selfemployed, NGO/charity, just curious or feel the need to
network………. then you have a date to remember.

Be prepared for
Hot topics of discussion
A new format event
Explosion of information

More exciting detail to follow
Show your interest to attend by calling
Verline Leo 3914/2012 or email leosplanets@gmail.com

BOOST UP YOUR HEALTH
Come and treat your Health on Sunday 10
February 2013 at the Seventh Day
Adventist Church Hall in Jamestown
between 3 pm and 6 pm. You can relax
and enjoy a Back, Chair and Foot massage
and treat yourself to a Hydrotherapy Foot
Bath. No appointment necessary; just
drop by and give your Health a Boost - you
deserve it!
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Moor, moor, moor...
how do you like it?
New moorings stand
up to first test
Chloe Terry, SHBC
The foundering of yacht ‘Queequeg’ in 2011
which resulted in the St Helena Government
(SHG) paying “around £230,000” in compensation, shook the confidence of the yachting
community. Now St Helena boasts ‘world
class moorings’ according to a statement from
the Castle. After eight months of hard work,
23 moorings are currently in place on the western side of James Bay. The work was carried
out by the Yon Brothers (Craig and Keith)
and Graham Sim, and overseen by Project
Manager, Chris ‘Hedge’ Shuter, with the design work provided by marine consulting engineers, Beckett Rankine. The moorings are
designed to accommodate yachts of up to 50
tonnes and 60ft length overall. “The yachting
industry was one that we wanted to pursue,”
was the answer Gillian Francis, Deputy Chief
Secretary, gave when asked what prompted the
replacement of the old moorings. “The moorings just off Needles Eye were decommissioned and we decided that we wanted more
yachts to visit so we needed to provide reassurance that they would have safe moorings.” The
new moorings consist of all chain and no rope,
making them more robust. Graham Sim, one
of St Helena’s most experienced divers commented, “Using chains instead of rope is stronger in a sense that the chain wouldn’t shred
or chafe like rope would.” The set up of the
mooring field is based on a trot style system
with a ‘mother’ chain measuring 517m, running from east to west, crossed by a further 9
shorter chains laid from north to south. “They
were secured to the mother chain and then the
riser chains that were coming up for the buoys

to be attached to were spaced out at a distance
of every 57m,” explained Graham. Although
the laying of the moorings was carried out in
7 weeks, there were problems encountered. “8
out of 9 riser chains were too short,” said Keith
Yon, “Obviously when they did the work on
the charts to work out different depths, the surface bed had changed and as a result of that
the chain was not the specified length.” As a
result a cross chain was sacrificed to lengthen
the riser chains. “Other hiccups were some of
the anchors that arrived were previously used,
so we had to spend 3 days on trying to get the
anchors suitable.” Local metal was obtained
to weld plates and the team hired an industrial
welder to work on the anchors. “Some of the
materials didn’t arrive on time. We also had to
work around the shipping schedule. When the
ship was in port we couldn’t do much work
on the seafront. Also diving took place at the
wrong time of the year so visibility wasn’t
very good,” he explained. Graham added that
the project required a large amount of diving,
“When you are working underwater there is a
risk of decompression illness.” With the lack
of a recompression chamber on island the
team had to be very careful, resulting in them
restricting dives to two a day. Also with the
limitation of proper equipment, the team had
to work around not having a gypsy available
to control the release of the chain overboard.
Despite these setbacks the work was still completed in time for the Governor’s Cup Yacht
Race (GCYR). The majority of feedback from
the competitors in the GCYR has been positive. Billy Leisegang, GCYR Race Official

and a contender in previous races, remarked,
“Generally people have been happy to go
back to Cape Town and leave their boats in
my hands on the moorings because they feel
the boats are very safe.” Looking back on the
safety of the old moorings, Billy commented,
“We didn’t realise when we were using those
moorings that they were not up to satisfactory specification so looking back we should
have been pretty worried, but that’s fine, we
didn’t have any accidents.” A criticism that
was made by the yachting community was
that it is uncomfortable living onboard whilst
moored. “The vessels are snubbing and jerking at their strops, which means the strops
were made short to avoid the boats wandering around on the moorings,” explained Billy.
“At the moment what’s happening is vessels
are continually bumping into the buoys and, as
opposed to the conventional swing moorings,
which maybe preferable because they were
made for a far more pleasant ride at anchorage and also have more of a shock absorber
effect, so the boats would slowly come to a
stir as opposed to jerking,” he commented. To
ease the discomfort, the yachts have tied both
bow and stern to a separate mooring, “which
means they only rock as opposed to jerking
and bumping and rocking, so you only get one
of the three. That’s the only problem,” Billy
remarked. Would it make a difference if the
moorings were located elsewhere? “They are
fine where they are at the moment, but future
moorings that are in a more open area, with
more steady wind pattern, there I would guess
a conventional swing mooring might be bet-
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ter.” There have been other adverse comments
made about the location of the moorings being
close to the sewage outfall. “The moorings are
west of the actual sewage outfall from Jamestown, although still within the area, during the
whole time we were working we didn’t see
anything that would have come from the sewage,” explained Graham. He noted observations made about the outfall of effluent water
from Half Tree Hollow, “the overflow from the
sceptic tank in Ladder Hill is seeping through
the ground and coming out through the hill,
which means that it would have filtered itself
pretty well by the time it reaches the sea, so the
level of e-coli would be pretty low,” informed
Graham. “The only other place that you could
have got that number of moorings in would
have been across the front northern side of our
moorings now, but that meant you would be
in very deep waters and also it’s in the area
where the RMS anchors,” he stated, “It would
also be extremely deep for the work.” Reflecting on the overall project Keith remarked, “I
think its money well spent because at the end
of the day we want the yachts to stop over
and we’ve seen many a time yachts come in,
they look at the anchorage and they don’t even
stop, they just pass on. They either go up to
Ascension or they continue their journey so
from my point of view I think it’s a bonus for
the island and an investment.” An inspection
of the moorings will be carried out soon to
ensure that they are properly maintained and

kept to satisfactory specification. If another
‘Queequeg accident’ should occur we asked
the question, is SHG now insured against this.
SHG replied, “SHG carries its own insurance
and as such hasn’t taken out insurance to cover
for the moorings”. In an earlier interview with
Gillian, she had also said, “SHG has gone to
great lengths to ensure that the current, new
mooring field we’ve got is robust, fit for purpose and we will actually go to great lengths
in terms of ensuring continued maintenance.
Provided that that maintenance schedule is
implemented and provided the visiting yachts

are given proper instructions as to how they
should tie up I think SHG liability will be
very limited.” It is hoped that the confidence
of the yachting community will be regained
once word spreads about the new moorings.
“We’re going to take back the message to Simon’s Town that the moorings are 100% safe,”
remarked Billy “and certainly for short term
mooring facilities they are 100%, so people
can be totally satisfied that their boats will be
safe and they’ll actually be able to leave their
boats on the mooring and go and explore the
island without having to worry.”

Project Management
Are you looking to develop your Project Management Skills?
Enterprise St Helena in partnership with the Adult and VocaƟonal EducaƟon Service are providing an opportunity to do
just that with a short course in Project Management. This course is being provided through MONASH South Africa with
sessions being conducted through Video Conferencing on two evenings per week.
What will it cover?

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Natural Phases of Projects
The Process of Managing Projects – The Basics
Planning Concepts
High-Level Planning
CreaƟng a Work Plan for ExecuƟon
Planning for Team Management
Team Development
Managing Team Resources

The training will commence from Monday 18th February through to Wednesday 20th March 2013; a total duraƟon of 5
weeks with two sessions a week on Monday and Wednesday evenings from 4.30 – 6.30 pm
Only 15 spaces available, Closing Date Friday 8th February
For further informaƟon and registraƟon forms please contact RecepƟon at AVES on telephone 2613
or alternaƟvely email: info@aves.gov.sh
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WORLD

NEWS
SNIPPETS
Brazil awoke in mourning on Monday as the
country prepared to bury the first of more than
230 young people killed in the third worst
nightclub fire on record. The victims, who
had attended a student event at Kiss nightclub in the university city of Santa Maria, Rio
Grande do Sul, were believed to be aged 16
to 30. The state governor released the names
of the dead on Sunday night after their bodies
had been identified at a makeshift morgue in
a municipal sports centre. Brazilian president
Dilma Rousseff, who flew directly to Santa
Maria from a summit in Santiago, Chile, on
Sunday, declared three days of mourning
after consoling families of those who died.
Burials at the cemetery in Santa Maria started
at 7.30am local time and were expected to
continue throughout the day as families began to seek out answers for the tragedy. Many
took to social networking sites to voice their
anger and frustration after officials suggested
the fire was started by a flare lit by a member
of the band performing. (The Telegraph)
Toyota has reported vehicle sales of 9.75
million in 2012 - an increase of more than
22% on the year before. The Japanese company beat its own estimate - of around 9.7
million cars - to overtake rivals General
Motors (GM) and Volkswagen to become
world’s number one carmaker. Toyota’s overseas sales jumped 19% last year, while in Japan - where the economy is struggling - sales
recovered by 35%. The carmaker lost the topselling title in 2011 after two years at the top
following the earthquake in Japan and floods
in Thailand which disrupted its supply chain.
( Sky News)
An Australian teenager missing for two
months has been found emaciated but alive
in bush land near Sydney. Matthew Allen,
18, disappeared from his home in the city’s
northern outskirts on 27 November. Police
searched for him but it was not until Saturday that two hikers spotted him less than
2km (1.25 miles) from his home. Police said
he was covered in leeches and insect bites,
and had lost about half of his body weight.
“He was completely exhausted, completely
dehydrated, suffered significant weight loss,
somewhere up to 50%. He was suffering
from partial blindness and he had leeches all
over him,” said acting Police Inspector Glyn
Baker. Police said in a statement that the teenager was believed to have been living in the
bush land area for the whole nine weeks. “He
was not living under any shelter and was exposed to the full conditions since reported being missing,” Insp Baker said. The teenager,
who according to local reports has a medical
condition, was winched up by helicopter and
flown to hospital for treatment. He reportedly
told rescuers he drank water from creeks to
survive. (BBC News)

EXCO REPORT
A special meeting of EXCO took place on
Tuesday at 9:30am. The meeting was called
to discuss a paper, introduced by the Chief
Secretary. The paper invited Councillors to
consider a document prepared by Enterprise
St Helena (ESH), entitled, ‘Jamestown – a vision for 2020’; and to agree that the document
should be presented to the public for consultation. Stuart Planner and Tammy Williams of
Enterprise St Helena, attended the meeting to
talk through the document and to answer questions. The document arises from the need to
give Jamestown a new role when in just a few

years it ceases to be the point of entry to St
Helena for both passengers and cargo.
The vision seeks to enhance the charming,
historic and cultural attractions of Jamestown,
while developing creative new uses for some
buildings and areas, including the provision of
more residential accommodation, especially in
lower Jamestown. Councillors welcomed the
document as a valuable basis for public consultation, noting that the consultation period
would need to be in at least two stages, as the
initial consultation would gather opinions to
aid the preparation of a more formal document
later in the year. The vision document will be
launched by Enterprise St Helena in February.

WEATHER

What a mix bag of weather we’ve been having, ranging from searing heat to cool breezes
and blue skies to downpours. Here are the
weather data readings from the Met Office at
Bottom Woods and ARND at Scotland for the
past week.
Bottom Woods
Scotland
Min temp 15.8C 15C
Max temp
24.3C 22C
Mean temp
19.7C 18.5C
Total sunshine
28.9 hrs 33.6C
Total rainfall
6.2mm 9.2mm
Mean w/speed
8.9 knots

RMS St Helena News
The RMS St Helena is due to arrive from
Ascension Island this morning with 55 passengers and 56 crew were onboard. The RMS
was originally scheduled arrive here at 4pm
yesterday. However, cargo operations at Ascension delayed her departure. In addition to
the RMS St Helena arriving at Ascension on
Monday, the cruise ship, “Quest for Adventure” also called at 12 noon. The “Quest for
Adventure” is operated by Saga Shipping,
and advertised with a capacity of 446 passengers. She is currently operating a series of
cruises exploring both the east and western
African coastlines.
The RMS is scheduled to depart St Helena
this evening for Cape Town, when she will

take the remaining yachts in the Governor’s
Cup Yacht Race back. Race Officer, Billy Leisegang, who has stayed on island to oversee
care of the yachts whilst moored in James Bay,
is also returning on this trip. The following
persons connected with the St Helena Government will arrive at St Helena on 31st January
2013
• Senior Social Services Manager
Ms Claire Gannon
• Social Policy Planner
Mr Paul McGinnety (and family)
• Social Welfare Review
Mr Roy Sainsbury
• DFID Health Advisor
Dr. Nicolet Hutter

GODFATHER’S ROCK CLUB
Fish Meals at the Rock Club
Friday 1 February
followed by music by MCW
Chicken & Pork Chops also
available
for tickets: call 3059 or 3073

Valentines Dinner Dance
14 February
Music: Bobby Goose
Call to reserve tickets
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I’m so frustrated and disappointed for my first 100 days
Councillor Scipio-O’Dean talks about life so far on LegCo

Darrin Henry, SHBC
After winning a by election on 17 October 2012,
Councillor Christine Scipio-O’Dean completed 100
days in office on Thursday of last week. Here are
extracts from our interview on her time as a LegCo
member so far.
DH: What would you say is the most significant
thing you’ve learnt as a councillor?
CS: I wouldn’t say significant but, what I find is the
experience, understanding the process of the procedures that government need to follow. The experience that I have gained, I wouldn’t say it was significant but that is the highlight, the experience.
DH: Constitutional reform; do you think having
a chief councillor is the way forward?
CS: Me personally, I haven’t really formed a positive
decision about it. I’m still weighing up if this is a
plus for the island and the reason for not making the
decision is trying to balance up who is going to be
accountable; is the chief councillor accountable or is
the elected members accountable. So I’m still trying
to balance it out at the moment and I haven’t made
a firm decision.
DH: The fact that you haven’t been able to make
a firm decision yet and you’re part of LegCo;
there was some feedback from constituents the
consultation period was too rushed; would it be a
fair comment that the period of time for residents
to make up their mind was too quick?
CS: In my opinion, it was too short. I had requested
in a meeting prior to the consultation for the elected
members to ensure that the information is out there
in the public domain, well in advance of the first
meeting. That didn’t happen, I did try to dig my
heels in and say, ‘look please ensure this information
is in the public domain.’ So because the information
wasn’t in the public domain early enough, for people
to read it, to ask questions prior to the constituency
meeting, in my opinion, I think that the period of the
consultation was too short.
DH: You highlighted budget as the most pressing
issue for councillors at the start of your term and
said once elected you would like to understand the
rationale behind the cuts being imposed on SHG
departments. Is that rationale, now something
you understand?
CS: No, because I have always been asking for
information and as an elected member refused information. Information has not been circulated in
sufficient time for me to read, to understand and ask
more questions. Also on a few occasions informa-

tion that has been given to me has not been accurate
so of course again, I’ve asked questions.
DH: So who would this information have been
coming from?
CS: From government officials. So this is in the
finance committee, which I’m a member of. For
members to make a positive decision all the information needs to be there, the details need to be correct
and I’m struggling with that because on a few occasions, the information isn’t there.
DH: What reason do they give for not providing
the information?
CS: Well, I think at the moment I’ve been told that
the directors aren’t providing the information in a
timely manner, so the officials can’t present the information to the elected members in a timely manner.
DH: Before elections you said you were planning
to meet with the headmaster of PAS to arrange to
do a talk with students, how productive was that
talk?
CS: That didn’t happen; the headmaster refused me
to go in and talk to the children; he said he didn’t
thought it was appropriate as part of a campaign.
But in view of that there is another acting headteacher at the moment at PAS and being a member of the
education committee, school visits are currently being planned, so I could visit the primary school and
the PAS, as a visit, and hopefully that could escalate into, later on, meeting the students and talking
to them.
DH: When we discussed it earlier, wasn’t your
visit based around just getting the youth interested in what happens in politics and government.
I didn’t realise it was actually a campaign visit?
CS: No it wasn’t a campaign visit, basically I wanted
to go to the school and find out from the children
what their issues are at that level, but I was still refused permission to go and talk to the students.
DH: And so since you’ve been elected have you
tried to just do a visit?
CS: In November at an education committee meeting, it was agreed that being newly elected and on
education committee that school visits will take
place. That has been delayed due to the Christmas
period, but that will be happening very soon.
DH: ‘Education in the 21st Century.’ The education directorate’s preferred choice from the options available was a brand new primary school.
Was this a view you support?
CS: My personal opinion was, no. I would have preferred to see the 3 community schools and the main
reason that I would opt for that, or had opted for that
is because if we go for one school it would lose the
community spirit.
DH: Considering how much of a concern the attainment figures are from the primary schools,
should this be a case where the expert opinion of
the education directorate should take precedence
and overrule what the feedback from parents?
CS: I haven’t heard the interview, so I don’t know
what exactly what was said, but I think there should
be a balanced view, so parents concerns, views,
should be included into the final decision.
DH: We’ve recently had the head of water saying that he doesn’t know who his line manager is
following restructuring, highlighting what some
might perceive as a serious communication problem within SHG. Is there good communication
and teamwork between councillors?
CS: I would say, in my opinion, there is room for
improvement, and I would also say there is room

for improvement between government officials and
elected members.
DH: Would you say you are a team player on the
council?
CS: I try to be.
DH: How different is the reality of being a councillor to what you thought it was going to be before you were elected?
CS: I knew it was going to be demanding, I knew it
was going to be challenging. I knew that the decisions wouldn’t always be I would want them to be,
so there would be disappointments. But I feel that in
my opinion that there isn’t any team spirit amongst
elected members and government officials. The
elected members need to take more control, need to
dig their heels in and challenge the proposals that are
put forward instead of just making a decision without
giving a lot of thought to it. I’m not saying that all
elected members are like that, that all decision are
made in that way but that is my impression on certain
occasions.
DH: What has been your significant achievement
for the community so far as a councillor, in your
first 100 days?
CS: My achievement is listening to the people and
asking questions on their behalf. Not necessary that
the answers and the decisions that have been made
are what I would want them to be, but, at least I feel
that I have raised their concerns.
DH: In your first 100 days what has been the
most difficult part of being a councillor?
CS: The difficult part is trying to make a decision
not having the correct information to be able to make
that decision. Or receiving information so late that
we don’t have - me personally don’t have - sufficient
adequate reading time to be able to read the documents. I find that a little frustrating.
DH: Are you glad you became a councillor?
CS: I’ve got no regrets because I think that I’m still
learning but the experience has been really good. It’s
given me an insight into government so I wouldn’t
say that I shouldn’t have done this. Because the reason I stood for the by election is because I was feeling the pinch and it would also give me the insight
how government works, what it’s all about, being a
councillor just in case I decide to stand for general
election.
DH: You haven’t made your mind up yet whether
you will try to make this a permanent thing?
CS: The reason why I said just in case, because I’m
so frustrated and disappointed for my first 100 days.
That may change over the coming months. I feel that
because I’m not achieving anything for the members
of the public, because at the end of the day I’m there
to represent them. I feel that I can’t make a decision
if I want to stand for general election because I feel
I’m not doing justice to the island, to the community
at the moment.
DH: You don’t feel that by being on the inside
you will be able to affect better change than not
being there?
CS: I think that we need more younger people to
come onboard to stand for general election.
DH: After three months seeing how things work
what are your priorities now as a councillor, representing the people for the remainder of 2013?
CS: My priority as I stated in the beginning, is listening to the people and try to ask the right questions on
their behalf. But I still believe that the most important thing about a councillor is listening to the people
and taking their concerns forward.
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Weekly
Golf News
See report below...

Greens Keeper Charlie (Ghost) Crowie on his greens mower
The Monthly medal was played on Sunday 27th
January with 22 players taking part. In the runner up position after a count back with Cecil
Thomas was Helena Stevens on net 69 and in
the top spot was Brian (Peachie) Coleman on a
very good 1 under par net 67.
The two ball pool was shared between Keith
Joshua and Cecil Thomas who holed out for 2
on par 3, 7th hole and Jeffrey (Foxy) Stevens
who holed out on the 16th.
Congratulations to the winners and our thanks
once again to Basil Read for sponsoring the
event.
Two competitions are scheduled for this weekend. On Saturday 2nd February will be an 18
hole Stableford and on Sunday 3rd February
will be the Captain’s Challenge Cup which is an
18 hole stroke play.

Members are advised that the Dinner Dance
scheduled for Friday 1st February is cancelled
until further notice.
Noticed is also given that the Annual General
Meeting of the club will be held on Sunday 17th
February where the election of officers to serve
on the committee will take place. All members
are urged to attend.
We would also like to say farewell to Helena
(Foxy) Stevens who will be leaving on 31st
January for overseas training.
“When Paddy was invited to shoot a round of
golf he arrived carrying his shotgun” Stay safe
and happy swinging!

Contributed by Lawson Henry
Longwood Golf Club

Shooting News
This week Tuesday evening 29 January at the
Jamestown Rifle Club 7 members and 2 guests
took part in the shooting activity, it was a very
warm night but irritated by the mosquitoes. An
early start by Patrick Young taking advantage
of the daylight focusing on adapting his vision
to the different view of the target, he shot 93,
93, 92 & 96.3. He then did a late shoot and
came out with 93.3. Deirdre Maggot also made
an early start, she shot 73, 87 & later 91 & 79.
Pat Henry drop this week 93.2 & 92.2 Karen
Ellick made an effort again this week and with
no mistake shot 84. Colin Knipe fail to do justice only managed 91.2 & 82.1, Nicky George
popped in did a quickie, shot 84.1 and made
a dash. Rex Young with his favoured Martini
Action shot 20 rounds totalled 88 & 86. Better

shooting next week guys?
It was a great pleasure and fun to have Jean
Shaw and Mike Theobalds at the club and
were very keen to know and try what it’s like
to shoot, they both used the sand bags, Jean
at first struggled to get a comfortable position
and find the target but she gave it her all with
the first 10 rounds and then punished herself
and shot another 10. Her scores will not be revealed till a later date. As for Mike he settled
in nicely and was pleased with his performance shot a 61, well done to them both, will
see you all again next week.
Contributed by Pat Henry
JTRC Chairman

Manchester United manager Sir Alex Ferguson has been charged by the Football Association over his post-match comments he made
regarding the performance of assistant referee
Simon Beck at Tottenham earlier this month
on Sunday 20 January. Ferguson submitted his
observations about the case on Friday and now
the FA have decided there is sufficient evidence to call the United boss to account.
“It is alleged the Manchester United manager
breached FA Rule E3 in that he implied that
the match official was motivated by bias.
“Ferguson has until 4pm on Friday 1 February
2013 to respond to the charge.”
Sporting Life
TENNIS MELBOURNE, AUTRALIA –
World Number One Novak Djokovic out-lasted Scotland’s Andy Murray to win his fourth
Australian Open title, Sunday 27 January.
Murray won the first set tiebreak, and stayed
with the Serb through the second, losing the
tiebreak, but then it was all one way traffic.
The match ended 6-7, 7-6, 6-3, 6-2. It was
Djokovic’s third successive Australian title,
and his sixth Grand Slam title: Roger Federer
has seventeen.
genevalunch.com
MELBOURNE, Australia — Victoria Azarenka had the bulk of the crowd against her for the
women’s final against Li Na.
After defending her title with a 4-6, 6-4, 6-3
victory over the sixth-seeded Li in one of the
most unusual finals ever at Melbourne Park,
There was a lot squeezed into the 2-hour,
40-minute match. Li, who was playing her
second Australian Open final in three years,
twisted her ankle and tumbled to the court in
the second and third sets.
The second time was on the point immediately
after a 10-minute delay for the Australia Day
fireworks – a familiar fixture in downtown
Melbourne on Jan. 26, but not usually coinciding with a final.
The 30-year-old Chinese player had tumbled
to the court after twisting her left ankle and
had it taped after falling in the fifth game of
the second set. Immediately after the fireworks
ceased, and with smoke still in the air, she
twisted the ankle again, fell and hit the back of
her head on the hard court.
After assessment by a tournament doctor and
a medical timeout, she resumed the match.
www.huffingtonpost.com
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SPORT
with an excellent and patient 41 not
out.
Brendon Leo bowled a great spell for
the Rebels finishing with 5 overs, 3
wickets for 18 runs.
Rebels start to the run chase was disappointing with Calvin George falling
off just the 3rd ball to a spectacular
catch at second slip by Ross Henry off
the bowling of Dakota Clingham with
fellow opener Brendon Leo following
run out by Damien Henry almost immediately after.
Number 3 bat Delroy Leo and Ralph
Knipe at 4 brought a period of consolidation to the Rebels as they unspectacularly put together a stand of 26
for the 3rd wicket before Knipe was
bowled, bringing Cormac Crowie to
the centre.
Sanjay Clingham An intriguing battle between the left
arm quick Sanjay Clingham and the
(Allstarz) gets
left handed Delroy Leo was providbowled
ing something of an entertaining sideshow to the main event.
Wickets continued to tumble but it’s well
worth noting the run comparisons at the 15
over mark where the Allstarz were 78-5 and
the Rebels were 77-5.
continued from back page
Things changed with the dismissal of numfell quickly to the bowling of Crowie trapped ber 3 Delroy Leo sharply stumped by Darrel
Leo for 34, just as thoughts were turning as to
LBW for 10.
With the score at 54-5 a period of consolida- whether he could emulate the Allstarz’ Stefan
tion ensued as the formidable David Francis Leo and occupy the crease to guide the Rebels
joined opener Stefan Leo at the crease as the closer to the target.
pair put on an intelligent and mature 39 for Rebels were finally bowled out for 119 in the
the 6th wicket before Francis was dismissed 25th over with an excellent all round bowling
in the 18th over. Philip Leo, batting at 9 made display by the Allstarz, who although largely
double figures with 16, sharing a notable stand dominant certainly had it far from all their own
with Stefan Leo of 48 for the 8th wicket, as way.
the Allstarz were bowled out in the 32nd over These teams meet again in the T20 Knockout
cup on 10th February. Although the batting orfor 164.
Special mention must be made of Stefan Leo ders may differ this certainly seems like one
who carried his bat for the Allstarz finishing not to miss.

ALLSTARZ’
RECOVERY

CORDIALLYINVITEYOUTOAFUNDRAISING
EVENTAT


ENTERTAINMENTWILLBEPROVIDEDBY:

CRICKET FIXTURES
Saturday 02 February 2013 9 am,
St Matthews Lions v Levelwood Rebels
Saturday 02 February 2013 1.30 pm
Longwood Bees v HTH Dolphins
Organiser Western Warriors
Sunday 03 February 2013 9am
Jamestown Zodiacs v St Paul’s B
Organiser Jamestown Barracudas
Sunday 03 February 2013 1.30pm
Sandy Bay Pirates v St Matthews Lions

CRICKET RESULTS
Saturday 26th Jan 2013
J.Town Barracudas 20
St Pauls B 4
137 all out
139/2
AJ Bennett 31
Andrew Yon 38*
C Richards 1/21
N Joshua 3/21
D O’Bey 3, Andrew Yon 2, Neil Joshua1
L. Wood Bees 5
J. Town Zodiacs 20
109 all out
110/2
Alistair Buckley 42 Anders Bowers 45*
Roland Crowie 1/4 Gibby Young 3/10
A Bowers 3, Gibby Young 2, J Essex 1
Sunday 27th Jan 2013
HTH Dolphins 5
Wstn Warriors 20
132 all out
251/5
Tris Moyce 48
Gareth Johnson 99
Chris Owen 1/33
Dennis Leo 3/17
G Johnson3, Tris Moyce 2, Dennis Leo 1
Lvlwd Allstarz 19
Lvlwd Rebels 7
164 all out
119 all out
Stefan Leo 41*
Delroy Leo 34
Shavone Leo 4/34
Brendon Leo 3/18
Stefan Leo 3, Delroy Leo, David Francis 1

CRICKET LEAGUE TABLE
Jamestown Barracudas
Levelwood Allstarz
Jamestown Zodiacs
Western Warriors
St Matthews Lions
St Pauls B
Sandy Bay Pirates
HTH Dolphins
Levelwood Rebels
Longwood Bees

P W
8 7
9 7
8 7
8 6
7 3
7 2
8 2
7 2
8 1
8 0

D
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

L
0
2
1
2
3
5
6
5
7
8

Pts
154
144
143
133
95
77
72
64
61
28

VOLLEYBALL NEWS


FOLLOWEDBYADISCOWITHDJ:



DATE:FRIDAY1STFEBRUARY2013BANDSTARTS
AT6:00pmUNTILLATE
CASHBARANDFOODWILLBEAVAILABLE
ENTRANCEWILLBE£1FORADULTS50PFOR14
YEARSANDBELOW(UNDER5’SFREE)

Perry Leo
(Rebels)

Volleyball Fixtures for Sunday 27th January
were cancelled. Womens Sports Association Volleyball will continue this coming
weekend.
Volleyball Fixtures, Sun 3 February 2013
2.15pm Saint Served Hot Vs Serve-ivors
Umpires/Lines: Volley Diggers & Ballsy
Ladies
Organiser: Saints Served Hot
2.45 pm Volley Diggers Vs Ballsy Ladies
Umpires/Lines: Saints Served Hot /Serveivors
Organiser: Volley Diggers
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SPORTS ARENA
there was certainly a good atmosphere around the ground for this one.
Winning the toss Allstarz skipper Darel Leo chose to bat and shaking
up the usual batting order opened with Greg Coleman and Stefan Leo.
Dane Leo was missing from the Allstarz XI due to illness.
Ralph Knipe opening the bowling from the Peak Hill End could consider himself unlucky to have Coleman dropped at cover in his first
over but in the second over Coleman perished, caught one handed by
Brendon Leo off the bowling of Delroy Leo with the score on 10.
Shavon Leo coming in at 3, was put down at point in the 3rd over
but went on make 17, showing some excellent footwork, before falling bowled by Brendon Leo with the score at 36. Incoming bat Sanjay
Clingham fell the very next ball for a golden duck, again bowled by
Brendon Leo .
Ross Henry, normally an opener, came in at 5 and saw very little of
the ball before being caught by Delroy Leo off the bowling of Cormac
Crowie for 4. This brought captain Darrel Leo to the crease who again

continued inside back page
Rebels Skipper Delroy Leo

Ross Henry (Allstarz)

ALLSTARZ
RECOVER TO
WIN DERBY

Volleyball Fixtures
Cancelled Volleyball News
and Fixtures inside

Simon Green
A slightly overcast but warm afternoon on Francis Plain saw the inaugural meeting of the Levelwood teams, reigning champions Allstarz, 2nd in Brian Coleman is January’s
the league versus the newly-formed Rebels, 9th in the league.
With a large crowd and the teams from the earlier game, Western War- Medal Champion
riors and HTH Dolphins, staying on for a Sunday afternoon cook-up Weekends Golf Report inside

